Independent Wrestling League

January 2020

League Champion
Red Panda
(269-35-4, $626,700, *6) ID51 or 501

Television Champion
EDGE: Joe Boring
(1,502-292-56, $4,095,100, *26) ID146 or 502

New York City Champion
HOH: "Hardcore" Jim Stevens
(48-9-2, $358,300, *2) ID59 or 503

Los Angeles Champion
HOH: "Hangman" Seth Gallow
(37-13-6, $157,700, *2) ID62 or 504

Boston Champion * from the battle royal
The Arabian Dream Ali Atari
(2,384-784-149, $4,256,099, *75) ID96 or 505

Detroit Champion * from the battle royal
Justin Grace
(5-5-1, $80,200) ID119 or 506

Cleveland Champion
HOH: Josh "The Beast" Gordon
(516-147-43, $785,200, *6) ID52 or 507

Dallas Champion
The Motorcity Hellhound
(137-71-7, $374,500, *3) ID131 or 508

Memphis Champion
Neo Dragon
(1,884-503-71, $2,974,500, *12) ID156 or 509

Miami Champion
Monkey Eyed Tim
(39-10-4, $299,700, *9) ID68 or 510

San Francisco Champion
Johnny London
(69-41-8, $431,100, *7) ID70 or 511

Chicago Champion
The American Savages: Buddy
(202-70-36, $435,000, *20) ID153 or 512

Tag-team Champions
"Graphing Violence" TI-83 and Algebra Jones
ID53 & ID142 or 789

TV Tag-team Champions
HOH: Josh "The Beast" Gordon and "Hardcore" Jim Stevens
ID52 & ID59 or 987

Six-man Champions * win another 5 free matches
Pigeon Boy, Quailman, and Recyclops
ID68, ID86, & ID100 or 789

TV Six-man Champions
The Christian Warrior, The American Patriot, and The Chameleon
ID85, ID94, & ID95 or 987

Battle Royal Winner * wins 36 free IWL matches
Red Panda
(269-35-4, $626,700, *6) ID51
1. Dr. Slam (973-337-66, $2,300,300, *18) ID109
2. The Velociraptor
   (3,452-393-102, $5,860,066, *26) ID116
3. “Highlight of The Night” Johnny Vegas
   (2,886-212-61, $2,595,900, *17) ID144
4. Luthor Alexander
   (3,031-685-83, $5,403,700, *25) ID41
5. Magnum T.L. (2,500-691-119, $5,244,800, *27) ID57

6. Hirooki Fuji (2,427-666-66, $4,208,800, *8) ID139
8. Gran Sabrosa (1,389-331-54, $2,759,700, *19) ID151
10. The Big Bad Red Fox
    (1,465-485-98, $3,492,100, *30) ID99

11. James Carnage (1,520-542-83, $4,096,300, *29) ID50
13. “Soul Train” Jones
    (1,284-465-81, $2,495,100, *24) ID60
14. The Chameleon (961-155-45, $2,272,200, *10) ID95
15. Midnight Rider (1,505-747-161, $4,579,900, *24) ID42
16. The American Patriot
    (821-130-32, $1,103,200, *8) ID94
17. “Graphing Violence” Tl-B3
    (732-83-24, $524,500, *25) ID53
    (862-301-72, $2,049,100, *21) ID152
19. The Green Phantom
    (799-290-24, $1,142,200, *1) ID63
20. Jordan Drake (650-160-34, $2,105,800, *9) ID88
21. The Christian Warrior
    (575-122-21, $1,050,000, *10) ID85
22. Queen Vixen Red (406-54-14, $1,065,400, *12) ID97
24. EDGE: “Friend Zoned” Frederick Goodfellow
    (482-235-39, $1,317,000, *16) ID47
25. EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross
    (351-167-36, $1,155,600, *15) ID33
26. “Gentleman” Jack Audley
    (274-93-18, $579,900, *5) ID98
27. Donathan Annihilation (145-42-6, $446,000, *9) ID89
29. Matthew Grabowski
    (181-101-16, $466,400, *11) ID120
30. Recyclops (159-80-18, $794,100, *16) ID100
31. EDGE: Bob Bonecutter
    (165-91-18, $739,700, *12) ID38
32. Prince Ton (366-294-45, $1,957,600, *16) ID141
33. Firebird John Satterfield (77-6-2, $171,800, *4) ID132
34. Algebra Jones (166-97-18, $294,500, *27) ID142
35. Indian Joe (105-39-7, $419,600, *10) ID67
36. Pigeon Boy (119-57-16, $637,900, *13) ID68
37. The American Savages: Hank
    (159-98-19, $453,400, *8) ID154
38. Qualman (129-70-31, $883,000, *17) ID86
39. Apollos “The Destroyer” Pain
    (181-124-20, $466,000, *4) ID58
40. Christopher Destruction (69-15-7, $212,100, *8) ID91
41. Shocker Jimmy Electric
    (224-171-24, $1,720,600, *11) ID137
42. Kenneth Oblivion (61-25-5, $191,800, *7) ID92
43. EDGE: Bill Bonecutter (73-40-6, $636,000, *11) ID39
44. Catfish Bucky (39-13-11, $81,700, *4) ID37
45. Gentleman William Worthy
    (40-15-7, $327,300, *4) ID107
46. EDGE: Magnificent Marvin Moyer
    (95-79-14, $472,500, *4) ID32
47. Catfish Moe (33-17-8, $81,100, *1) ID43
48. Tiamat (19-3, $74,000, *1) ID45
49. Tortmented (41-34, $45,900) ID46
50. Chase Grace (6-6-1, $69,400, *1) ID118
51. Backstabber (234-237-2, $248,000) ID147
52. Tortured (71-82, $78,600) ID149
53. Bobba Bentfender (175-291-36, $1,254,400, *5) ID87

54. Clark Pierpont (1,276-350-75, $1,789,400, *40) ID138
55. Konik (1,345-562-132, $3,568,900, *35) ID34
56. Aidan the Great (1,388-432-75, $3,464,600, *51) ID81
57. Rich Von Bruins (1,040-466-74, $4,155,400, *46) ID78
58. The Dragon Enreri (729-208-48, $890,300, *40) ID1
59. Azazel (1,371-850-4, $1,339,800) ID55
60. Juggernaut (1,034-529-106, $2,992,100, *35) ID72
61. Supernova (1,079-602-87, $2,652,600, *29) ID79
62. American Justice (812-349-55, $3,496,100, *52) ID80
63. Captain “Bud” Drunkenwasted
    (915-471-90, $3,179,400, *39) ID77
64. Liam Larrikan (801-382-99, $2,830,900, *38) ID114
65. Felix “9 Lives” Buenaventura
    (612-226-56, $1,879,600, *25) ID112
    (504-155-26, $1,305,000, *16) ID65
67. Crazy Carl (537-200-26, $1,842,100, *12) ID143
68. J.J. Dallas (570-257-37, $1,385,900, *11) ID159
69. “Strict” Lee Bidness
    (495-201-32, $1,161,200, *12) ID130
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Record</th>
<th>ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>The Great David</td>
<td>$3,142,100, 39</td>
<td>D61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Huttdrag the Russian Nightmare</td>
<td>$1,131,500, 10</td>
<td>D125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Gaius Xanatos</td>
<td>$729,300, 3</td>
<td>D110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Kade “The Scorch” Weller</td>
<td>$482,100, 5</td>
<td>D150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Big-C</td>
<td>$1,740,600, 26</td>
<td>D54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Dirty Mike</td>
<td>$875,100, 2</td>
<td>D90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>$497,400</td>
<td>D121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Mr. Magnificent J. Montgomery</td>
<td>$891,600, 7</td>
<td>D135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Spike Dillinger</td>
<td>$1,360,700, 23</td>
<td>D106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Dr. Victory</td>
<td>$535,900, 9</td>
<td>D117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Andrew Jefferson Coughman</td>
<td>$1,091,900, 12</td>
<td>D161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>The Stapleover Man</td>
<td>$1,529,700, 33</td>
<td>D115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>“Taking” Kara Bidness</td>
<td>$833,800, 6</td>
<td>D128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Dark Sting</td>
<td>$309,500</td>
<td>D74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>“Dirty Grime” Donovan Bundy</td>
<td>$1,395,900, 56</td>
<td>D102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>RANEK</td>
<td>$1,151,600, 9</td>
<td>D160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Der Hass Maschine</td>
<td>$749,900, 10</td>
<td>D103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Someone in the Know</td>
<td>$343,900, 7</td>
<td>D111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Octavio “Starblazer” Moreno</td>
<td>$747,100, 20</td>
<td>D101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>“Dixie Rebel” Johnny Rogue</td>
<td>$395,100, 17</td>
<td>D113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Scut Farkis</td>
<td>$385,100, 9</td>
<td>D134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Iceman</td>
<td>$41,000</td>
<td>D35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>One Insider</td>
<td>$417,700, 6</td>
<td>D145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>“201’s Finest” Marc Storm</td>
<td>$43,600, 1</td>
<td>D44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Andy “All Night” Long</td>
<td>$335,800, 16</td>
<td>D108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Big Bad Bob</td>
<td>$19,900, 1</td>
<td>D148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Charlie Hannibal</td>
<td>$307,000, 2</td>
<td>D64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>L.T. Stone</td>
<td>$11,300</td>
<td>D36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Grover Dill</td>
<td>$431,600, 9</td>
<td>D129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Anonymous Source</td>
<td>$258,300, 2</td>
<td>D123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Phantom</td>
<td>$148,200, 7</td>
<td>D75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>“Loverboy” Ricky Romeo</td>
<td>$501,400, 16</td>
<td>D66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Baddest American Biker Iron Mike</td>
<td>$285,200, 12</td>
<td>D84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>The Game M.J.</td>
<td>$40,600, 4</td>
<td>D105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Barry Banderson</td>
<td>$67,700, 2</td>
<td>D127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Krusher Bruisefield</td>
<td>$401,600, 12</td>
<td>D136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>Baddest American Biker Cowboy James</td>
<td>$327,800, 7</td>
<td>D83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send your matches, strategies, and trash talk to: IWA, c/o IWL, Box 5275, Willowick, OH 44095
We must receive your envelope by February 4th!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card 1: Held in Matamoros (Attendance: 31,326)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOH: Josh “The Beast” Gordon annihilated The Dragon Entreni at 16:59 (Back Elbow Smash) by 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achilles Leos destroyed Masked Bandit 2 at 5:31 (Palm Strike) by 86.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Green Phantom decked Rapid Delivery Jones at 0:30 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 125.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGE: Joe Boring decked Yoshi Tattoo at 5:51 (Chickenwing) by 88.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Gentleman” Jack Audley destroyed James Carnage at 29:23 (Audley Enough) by 1 (non-title).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Ton destroyed The American Patriot at 27:36 (5 Count) by 2 (Guest Referee: “Strict” Lee Bidness).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas overpowered Tortured at 1:34 (Fall-away Slam) by 90.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main event:</strong> Dr. Slam won over “Gentleman” Jack Audley at 55:01 (Pain Killer) by 1.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card 2: Held in Hanoi (Attendance: 46,627)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Gentleman” Jack Audley won over Yoder Graber at 5:14 (Side Slam) by 82 (non-title).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas overpowered Masked Bandit 2 at 3:51 (Fallaway Slam) by 90.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Drake bested Rapid Delivery Jones at 2:01 (Pumphandle Slam) by 128.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tortured over Yoshi Tattoo at 2:14 (Count Out).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Carnage outmuscled Achilles Leos at 29:16 (Slingshot Suplex) by 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Green Phantom beat Frederick Xavier at 7:29 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 70.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The American Patriot defeated Backstabber at 4:59 (Slingshot Suplex) by 112.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo Dragon annihilated “Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas at 29:45 (Dragonplex) by 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main event:</strong> The Christian Warrior annihilated Dr. Slam at 54:00 (Baptism by Fire) by 4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card 3: Held in Lynn (Attendance: 36,203)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Velociraptor destroyed Yoder Graber at 4:59 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 93.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGE: Joe Boring defeated Masked Bandit 2 at 1:55 (Chickenwing) by 95.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The American Patriot over Rapid Delivery Jones at 10:12 (Disqualification: refused to break choke).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo Dragon overpowered Yoshi Tattoo at 6:09 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 89.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Carnage drew Prince Ton at 10:43 (Double Disqualification).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Green Phantom beat The Game M.J. at 2:10 (Slingshot Suplex) by 81.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The American Patriot tied The American Savages: Hank at 8:19 (Double Count Out).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas overpowered RANEK at 4:06 (Pumphandle Slam) by 36.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main event:</strong> The Christian Warrior over The American Savages: Buddy at 13:30 (Disqualification: nail file).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card 4: Held in Amsterdam (Attendance: 34,883)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hirooki Fuji decked Yoder Graber at 3:51 (Headlock) by 123.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card 5: Held in Huntsville (Attendance: 42,819)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas annihilated Yoder Graber at 4:24 (Fallaway Slam) by 92.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo Dragon annihilated Masked Bandit 2 at 3:37 (Pumphandle Slam) by 88.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Velociraptor bested Rapid Delivery Jones at 1:11 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 132.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander J. Styles overpowered EDGE: Bob Bonecutter at 28:40 (Styles Clash) by 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Slam defeated The Green Phantom at 23:09 (Pain Killer) by 7 (non-title).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chameleon bested Frederick Xavier at 3:01 (Headlock) by 73.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gran Sabrosa outmuscled The American Savages: Buddy at 14:50 (Sabrosa-Plex) by 14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main event:</strong> Red Panda pinned The Motorcity Hellhound at 21:10 (Panda Slam) by 7.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card 6: Held in Everglades City (Attendance: 47,964)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Tombstone overpowered Jay Too Fresh at 5:13 (European Uppercut) by 74.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Green Phantom outmuscled Masked Bandit 3 at 0:41 (Cobra Clutch) by 136.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Motorcity Hellhound outmuscled Rapid Delivery Jones at 2:27 (Chickenwing) by 121.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luthor Alexander beat Alexander J. Styles at 29:02 (Oxygen Destroyer) by 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Someone in the Know bested The Green Phantom at 15:40 (Know Escape) by 11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chameleon decked The Motorcity Hellhound at 28:28 (Widowmaker) by 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The American Savages: Hank decked Gran Sabrosa at 29:58 (Spinning Brainbuster) by 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main event:</strong> Red Panda overpowered Achilles Leos at 22:34 (Panda Slam) by 11.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card 7: Held in Echo (Attendance: 49,578)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnum T.L. defeated Jay Too Fresh at 1:31 (Ankle Lock) by 78.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Christian Warrior annihilated Masked Bandit 3 at 1:43 (Bodyslam) by 91.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IWL Matches

Hirooki Fuji over Rapid Delivery Jones at 4:10 (Disqualification: loaded elbow pad).
Red Panda won over Alexander J. Styles at 29:08 (Panda Slam) by 3.
Red Panda defeated The Christian Warrior at 28:08 (Panda Slam) by 1 (non-title).
The Standover Man pinned The Green Phantom at 15:37 (Stand & Deliver) by 10.
Neo Dragon bested Gran Sabrosa at 17:11 (Dragongrip) by 9.
Main event: Red Panda beat Prince Ton at 17:41 (Panda Slam) by 7.

Card 8: Held in Managua (Attendance: 39,864)
The Green Phantom destroyed Jay Too Fresh at 3:16 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 74.
The Velociraptor beat Masked Bandit 3 at 6:11 (European Uppercut) by 95.
Achilles Leos over Rapid Delivery Jones at 2:39 (Disqualification: hidden spike).
Red Panda outmuscled Bubba Bentfender at 28:55 (Panda Slam) by 5.
The Velociraptor overpowered The Green Phantom at 24:20 (Superplex) by 10.
The Chameleon outmuscled Prince Ton at 28:30 (Widowmaker) by 5.
“The Havana Hitman” Che Guerrero over The American Savages: Buddy at 3:06 (Disqualification: used brass knuckles).
Main event: Red Panda overpowered Neo Dragon at 30:59 (Panda Slam) by 1.

Card 9: Held in Mission (Attendance: 44,948)
Jordan Drake outmuscled Jay Too Fresh at 5:16 (Pumphandle Slam) by 77.
Shocker Jimmy Electric beat Masked Bandit 3 at 2:35 (Backbreaker) by 142.
“Highlight of The Night” Johnny Vegas won over Rapid Delivery Jones at 0:51 (Fallaway Slam) by 131.
The Christian Warrior decked Alexander J. Styles at 29:45 (Baptism by Fire) by 2 (Guest Referee: The Motorcity Hellhound).
The Green Phantom destroyed Dr. Victory at 28:14 (Slingshot Suplex) by 1.
The Chameleon over Backstabbber at 19:51 (Count Out).
Neo Dragon over The American Savages: Buddy at 5:25 (Disqualification: used powder).

Card 10: Held in Cincinnati (Attendance: 31,303)
The American Patriot over Jay Too Fresh at 4:45 (Disqualification: used powder).
Achilles Leos overpowered Masked Bandit 3 at 5:38 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 94.
EDGE: Joe Boring bested Rapid Delivery Jones at 2:08 (Chickenwing) by 136.
Alexander J. Styles destroyed “Gentleman” Jack Audley at 29:06 (Styles Clash) by 3 (non-title).
Red Panda defeated Christopher Destruction at 29:53 (Panda Slam) by 5.

The Chameleon over The American Savages: Buddy at 6:38 (Disqualification: manager in ring).
Neo Dragon beat The American Savages: Hank at 21:44 (Dragongrip) by 8 (non-title).

Card 11: Held in Anniston (Attendance: 36,370)
The Chameleon pinned Jay Too Fresh at 2:05 (Headlock) by 77.
Neo Dragon won over Masked Bandit 3 at 3:43 (Bodyblock) by 95.
Neo Dragon won over Rapid Delivery Jones at 1:13 (Pumphandle Slam) by 129.
Alexander J. Styles outmuscled Frederick Xavier at 6:30 (Bodyblock) by 77.
The Green Phantom outmuscled Creed Michaels at 5:58 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 71.
The Chameleon decked The American Savages: Hank at 15:04 (Widowmaker) by 7.
“Gentleman” Jack Audley* and The Motorcity Hellhound bested Masked Bandit 1* and Masked Bandit 2 at 1:37 (Big Splash) by 103.
Main event: Red Panda outmuscled Frederick Xavier at 12:06 (Palm Strike) by 73.

Card 12: Held in Antwerp (Attendance: 48,884)
The Velociraptor defeated Jay Too Fresh at 6:48 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 81.
Jesse Tombstone pinned Mister Q at 7:38 (European Uppercut) by 69.
The Velociraptor outmuscled Leaping Lanny Pothole at 1:58 (European Uppercut) by 91.
Alexander J. Styles outmuscled Frederick Xavier at 29:39 (Styles Clash) by 2 (non-title) (Guest Referee: Rapid Delivery Jones).
Red Panda won over The Chameleon at 29:27 (Panda Slam) by 2 (Guest Referee: HOH: “Hardcore” Jim Stevens).
The Green Phantom destroyed Ivan “The Resurrected” Iasamov at 3:54 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 68.
Neo Dragon won over The Chameleon at 28:32 (Dragongrip) by 1.
Shocker Jimmy Electric* and Prince Ton outmuscled Masked Bandit 1* and Masked Bandit 2 at 0:41 (Brain Buster) by 121.
Main event: Red Panda defeated Luthor Alexander at 32:10 (Panda Slam) by 2 (Guest Referee: Algebra Jones).

Card 13: Held in Assisi (Attendance: 37,622)
The Motorcity Hellhound outmuscled Jay Too Fresh at 6:10 (Chickenwing) by 70.
Magnum T.L. pinned Mister Q at 3:23 (Ankle Lock) by 73.
Hirooki Fuji pinned Leaping Lanny Pothole at 3:39 (Headlock) by 78 (no holds barred).
Felix “9 Lives” Buenaventura destroyed Alexander J. Styles at 29:45 (Die Another Day) by 3.
Red Panda outmuscled “Gentleman” Jack Audley at 17:30 (Panda Slam) by 6 (non-title).
The Green Phantom annihilated Huttdrag the Russian Nightmare at 15:22 (Slingshot Suplex) by 6.
Pigeon Boy and Recyclops* defeated Masked Bandit 2 and Larry Herowitz* at 3:46 (Headlock) by 68.

Main event: Red Panda overpowered The Velociraptor at 47:42 (Panda Slam) by 2 (Guest Referee: The Big Bad Red Fox).

Card 14: Held in Baltimore (Attendance: 32,286)

Hirooki Fuji overpowered Jay Too Fresh at 3:39 (Side Slam) by 67.
The Green Phantom overpowered Mister Q at 2:50 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 69.
Tormented destroyed Larry Herowitz at 1:40 (How Tormented Are You) by 92.
The Velociraptor bested Alexander J. Styles at 27:24 (Superplex) by 1.
Red Panda defeated Recyclops at 29:21 (Panda Slam) by 5.
The Motorcity Hellhound bested The Green Phantom at 29:08 (Flathead Drop) by 5.
The Arabian Dream Ali Atari defeated Frederick Xavier at 6:57 (European Uppercut) by 76.
"Gentleman" Jack Audley* and The Motorcity Hellhound beat Masked Bandit 2 and Larry Herowitz* at 5:17 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 76.

Main event: Red Panda bested Magnum T.L. at 32:47 (Panda Slam) by 5.

Card 15: Held in Cheyenne (Attendance: 32,606)

Achilles Leos defeated Jay Too Fresh at 2:26 (Palm Strike) by 76.
The Christian Warrior defeated Mister Q at 6:48 (Side Slam) by 69.
Jesse Tombstone defeated Larry Herowitz at 0:51 (Fallaway Slam) by 124.
Alexander J. Styles annihilated Ivan "The Resurrected" Iasamov at 2:23 (Bodyslam) by 75.
Red Panda overpowered Frederick Xavier at 3:52 (Palm Strike) by 73.
The Arabian Dream Ali Atari annihilated Dr. Slam at 19:54 (The Atarif! Thumb) by 10 (non-title).
Jordan Drake and Dr. Slam* overpowered Jimmy Powers* and Larry Herowitz at 3:46 (Pumpshandle Slam) by 67.

Main event: Red Panda annihilated Hirooki Fuji at 20:52 (Panda Slam) by 18 (hardcore).


"Highlight ofThe Night" Johnny Vegas annihilated Jay Too Fresh at 1:35 (Fallaway Slam) by 80.
Jordan Drake pinned Mister Q at 5:57 (Pumpshandle Slam) by 72.
"Graphing Violence" TI-83 over Larry Herowitz at 5:43 (Disqualification: used brass knuckles).
Red Panda defeated The Velociraptor at 29:08 (Panda Slam) by 2 (Guest Referee: Backstabber).
Scut Farkis outmuscled The Green Phantom at 22:24 (Say Uncle) by 9.


Luthor Alexander* and "Highlight ofThe Night" Johnny Vegas pinned "Gentleman" Jack Audley* and The Motorcity Hellhound at 28:52 (Red Scare) by 5.

Card 17: Held in Columbus (Attendance: 47,514)

EDGE: Joe Boring won over Jay Too Fresh at 1:37 (Chickenwing) by 85.
The American Patriot annihilated Mister Q at 3:50 (Bodyslam) by 72.
Magnum T.L. beat Larry Herowitz at 6:18 (Ankle Lock) by 82.
Alexander J. Styles pinned Pastor Pain at 5:02 (Bodyslam) by 87.
Red Panda overpowered The Motorcity Hellhound at 15:40 (Panda Slam) by 7 (non-title).
The Green Phantom over Krusher Bruisefield at 3:54 (Count Out).
The Arabian Dream Ali Atari bested Achilles Leos at 10:16 (The Atar! Thumb) by 16 (non-title).

Card 18: Held in Fort Myers (Attendance: 34,626)

Neo Dragon over Jay Too Fresh at 6:20 (Disqualification: nail file).
The Chameleon won over Mister Q at 5:36 (Headlock) by 72.
The Green Phantom over Larry Herowitz at 2:23 (Disqualification: pushed ref).
Red Panda won over Achilles Leos at 11:41 (Panda Slam) by 11 (non-title).
Shocker Jimmy Electric overpowered The Green Phantom at 18:06 (Brain Buster) by 6.
The Arabian Dream Ali Atari beat Prince Ton at 19:02 (The Atar! Thumb) by 12 (non-title).
Tiatam and Neo Dragon* defeated "Gentleman" Jack Audley and The Motorcity Hellhound* at 23:29 (Chaos Theory Superkick) by 8.

Card 19: Held in Casablanca (Attendance: 45,197)

The Velociraptor destroyed Chris the Choirboy at 1:21 (Superplex) by 134.
The Velociraptor won over Mister Q at 4:06 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 76.
Jordan Drake pinned Larry Herowitz at 2:34 (Pumpshandle Slam) by 81.
Alexander J. Styles annihilated Prince Ton at 29:21 (Styles Clash) by 4.
Red Panda beat Prince Ton at 21:54 (Panda Slam) by 7 (non-title).
Clark Pierpoint outmuscled The Green Phantom at 18:12 (The Kiss Off) by 8.
The Arabian Dream Ali Atari defeated Neo Dragon at 16:03 (The Atari Thumb) by 6 (non-title, steel cage).

Card 20: Held in Pahrump (Attendance: 30,228)

Achilles Leos destroyed Chris the Choirboy at 0:53 (Lion Tamer) by 125 (double jeopardy).
The Motorcity Hellhound won over Mister Q at 4:03 (Chickenwing) by 65.
The American Patriot over Larry Herowitz at 3:08 (Disqualification: manager in ring).

EDGE: Joe Boring pinned Alexander J. Styles at 27:01 (The Monologue) by 1.
Red Panda defeated "Highlight ofThe Night" Johnny Vegas at 29:05 (Panda Slam) by 5.
The Green Phantom pinned Hirooki Fuji at 23:34 (Slingshot Suplex) by 6.
Queen Vixen Red annihilated Frederick Xavier at 2:59 (Palm Strike) by 74.
Jesse Tombstone* and Jack Robertson pinned “Gentleman” Jack Audley and The Motorcity Hellhound* at 28:48 (The Spear of Death) by 2 (Guest Referee: Terry Hammer).

**Card 21: Held in Greensboro (Attendance: 34,166)**


**Card 22: Held in Dublin (Attendance: 41,499)**


**Card 23: Held in Bridgeview (Attendance: 48,689)**


**Card 24: Held in Galveston (Attendance: 46,122)**


**Card 25: Held in Topeka (Attendance: 40,541)**


**Card 26: Held in Oslo (Attendance: 42,710)**


**Card 27: Held in Gary (Attendance: 33,968)**

The American Savages: Hank annihilated The Green Phantom at 29:57 (Spinning Brainbuster) by 3.
Jack Robertson and James Carnage* outmuscled The American Savages: Buddy* and The American Savages: Hank at 29:44 (Hangman’s Noose) by 3.

**Card 28: Held in Fairbanks (Attendance: 32,522)**
The Green Phantom beat Billee the Brain at 2:53 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 65.
The Green Phantom destroyed Dan the Man Daytona at 1:51 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 92.
Neo Dragon over Larry Herowitz at 29:33 (Disqualification: hidden spike).
Midnight Rider defeated EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross at 29:50 (Flip, Flop, & Fly) by 3.
HOH: Josh “The Beast” Gordon pinned The Green Phantom at 14:07 (Beast Mode) by 12.
Neo Dragon annihilated The Green Phantom at 13:03 (Draggonplex) by 11.
“Highlight Of The Night” Johny Vegas over “Gentleman” Jack Audley at 28:03 (Showstopper/Curtain Call) by 1 (non-title).
**TV Tag-team titles: HOH: Josh “The Beast” Gordon* and “Hardcore” Jim Stevens outmuscled The American Savages: Buddy and The American Savages: Hank at 17:49 (Blackout) by 10.**

**Card 29: Held in the Bronx (Attendance: 36,700)**
Jordan Drake decked Billee the Brain at 5:23 (Pumphandle Slam) by 68.
The Christian Warrior bested Dan the Man Daytona at 3:31 (Side Slam) by 92.
Jesse Tombstone pinned The Manhattan Mauler at 1:30 (Cobra Clutch) by 150.
EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross defeated Jack Robertson at 28:40 (Bodacious Brainbuster) by 1.
J.J. Dallas annihilated The Green Phantom at 29:04 (Union Jack Crucifix) by 3.
**Television title: EDGE: Joe Boring overpowered “Gentleman” Jack Audley at 12:35 (Chickenwing) by 15.**

**Card 30: Held in Kilkenny (Attendance: 40,940)**
The American Patriot beat Billee the Brain at 7:12 (Bodyslam) by 95.
Jordan Drake defeated Dan the Man Daytona at 3:33 (Pumphandle Slam) by 95.
Magnum T.L. won over The Manhattan Mauler at 3:21 (Ankle Lock) by 67.
Red Panda decked EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross at 23:40 (Panda Slam) by 6 (non-title).
HOH: Josh “The Beast” Gordon beat Frederick Xavier at 6:32 (Chickenwing) by 71.
“Italian Stallion” Brad Ramirez pinned The Green Phantom at 27:32 (Sitout Side Powerbomb) by 5.

**Card 31: Held in Manchester (Attendance: 31,481)**
The Chameleon decked Billee the Brain at 7:41 (Headlock) by 68.
The American Patriot beat Dan the Man Daytona at 4:28 (Bodyslam) by 95.
The Green Phantom overpowered The Manhattan Mauler at 2:28 (Headbut) by 83.
HOH: Josh “The Beast” Gordon outmuscled EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross at 24:01 (Beast Mode) by 6 (non-title).
HOH: Josh “The Beast” Gordon pinned The Motorcity Hellhound at 15:03 (Beast Mode) by 7.
“Italian Stallion” Roberto Cansco outmuscled The Green Phantom at 28:32 (Sitout Scoop Slam Piledriver) by 5.
“Gentleman” Jack Audley over The American Savages: Buddy at 5:25 (Disqualification: refused to break choke).

**Card 32: Held in Cleveland (Attendance: 40,131)**
The Velociraptor beat Billee the Brain at 6:00 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 72.
The Chameleon overpowered Dan the Man Daytona at 6:46 (Headlock) by 95.
Jordan Drake pinned The Manhattan Mauler at 6:16 (Pumphandle Slam) by 66.
EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross tied “Graphing Violence” TI-83 at 7:55 (No Contest).
The Motorcity Hellhound decked Indian Joe at 27:12 (Superplex) by 1.
“Graphing Violence” TI-83* and Algebra Jones destroyed “Gentleman” Jack Audley* and The Motorcity Hellhound at 10:41 (Singles Squared) by 11.

**Card 33: Held in Mobile (Attendance: 38,056)**
The Motorcity Hellhound won over Billee the Brain at 7:56 (Chickenwing) by 61.
The Velociraptor won over Dan the Man Daytona at 3:59 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 99.
The American Patriot annihilated The Manhattan Mauler at 6:56 (Bodyslam) by 66.
Magnum T.L. defeated EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross at 27:07 (Belly to Belly) by 1.
**Cleveland title: HOH: Josh “The Beast” Gordon overpowered Achilles Leos at 10:41 (Beast Mode) by 11.**
Pigeon Boy annihilated The American Savages: Buddy at 9:47 (Backbreaker) by 20.
Neo Dragon annihilated “Gentleman” Jack Audley at 29:16 (Draggonplex) by 5.
**Tag-team titles: “Graphing Violence” TI-83* and Algebra Jones destroyed The American Savages: Buddy and The American Savages: Hank* at 17:49 (Singles Squared) by 12.”
**IWL Matches**

**Card 34: Held in Sparks (Attendance: 49,552)**

Hirooki Fuji beat Billee the Brain at 2:39 (Side Slam) by 58.
The Motorcity Hellhound beat Dan the Man Daytona at 6:18 (Chickenwing) by 88.
The Chameleon annihilated The Manhattan Mauler at 1:10 (Cobra Clutch) by 153.

HOH: Josh “The Beast” Gordon overpowered Prince Ton at 20:04 (Back Elbow Smash) by 8 (non-title).
Johnny London decked Frederick Xavier at 3:00 (Chickenwing) by 75.
The Big Bad Red Fox outmuscled Prince Ton at 29:25 (Red Deathlock) by 2 (Guest Referee: Lord Drama).

**Card 35: Held in Boise (Attendance: 35,911)**

Achilles Leos outmuscled Billee the Brain at 5:13 (Palm Strike) by 67.
Hirooki Fuji destroyed Dan the Man Daytona at 4:15 (Side Slam) by 85.
The Velociraptor defeated The Manhattan Mauler at 2:47 (Camel Clutch) by 153.

HOH: “Hangman” Seth Gallows annihilated EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross at 19:07 (Hangman’s DDT) by 6 (non-title).
Johnny London decked Achilles Leos at 24:15 (Slingshot Suplex) by 10.
“Dirty Grime” Donovan Bundy decked Hirooki Fuji at 16:03 (Dirty Grime Slam) by 10.

**Card 36: Held in Burton (Attendance: 36,399)**

“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas pinned Billee the Brain at 3:26 (Fallaway Slam) by 71.
Achilles Leos outmuscled Dan the Man Daytona at 5:14 (Palm Strike) by 94.
The Motorcity Hellhound annihilated The Manhattan Mauler at 1:24 (Headlock) by 133.
EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross annihilated The Green Phantom at 15:08 (Bodacious Brainbuster) by 6.
Johnny London outmuscled Prince Ton at 16:10 (Slingshot Suplex) by 6.
Der Hass Maschine bested Hirooki Fuji at 14:55 (Der Hass Claw) by 13.

**Card 37: Held in Garden City (Attendance: 42,441)**

EDGE: Joe Boring bested Billee the Brain at 6:18 (Chickenwing) by 76.
“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas bested Dan the Man Daytona at 2:11 (Fallaway Slam) by 98.
Hirooki Fuji overpowered The Manhattan Mauler at 2:13 (Atomic Leg Drop) by 138.

**Miami title: Monkey Eyed Tim beat EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross at 28:30 (Banana Split Splash) by 5.**

Johnny London over The American Savages: Buddy at 6:38 (Disqualification: used belt to hit opponent).
Gentleman William Worthy bested Frederick Xavier at 4:33 (Side Slam) by 69.
“Soul Train” Jones and “The Havana Hitman” Che Guerrero* defeated “Gentleman” Jack Audley* and The Motorcity Hellhound at 29:09 (No Way Out) by 3.

**Card 38: Held in New Philadelphia (Attendance: 37,348)**

Neo Dragon annihilated Billee the Brain at 2:53 (Pumphandle Slam) by 69.
EDGE: Joe Boring overpowered Dan the Man Daytona at 1:50 (Chickenwing) by 103.
Achilles Leos annihilated The Manhattan Mauler at 2:39 (Chickenwing) by 146.
The Christian Warrior beat EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross at 27:34 (Baptism by Fire) by 5.
HOH: Josh “The Beast” Gordon destroyed Neo Dragon at 29:56 (Beast Mode) by 1 (non-title).

**San Francisco title: Johnny London decked The American Savages: Hank at 15:43 (Slingshot Suplex) by 8.**

The Velociraptor annihilated Frederick Xavier at 3:27 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 77.

**Card 39: Held in Hollywood (Attendance: 49,521)**

Jesse Tombstone destroyed Harley Vince at 3:21 (European Uppercut) by 88.
Neo Dragon destroyed Dan the Man Daytona at 1:53 (Pumphandle Slam) by 96.
“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas destroyed The Manhattan Mauler at 4:16 (Fallaway Slam) by 69.
Bubba Bentfender defeated EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross at 27:03 (Slingshot Suplex) by 2 (Guest Referee: The Chameleon).
HOH: “Hangman” Seth Gallows overpowered “Graphing Violence” TI-83 at 18:23 (Hangman’s DDT) by 6.
Johnny London tied Neo Dragon at 5:25 (Double Disqualification).
Matthew Grabowski overpowered Frederick Xavier at 2:16 (Side Slam) by 76.
Indian Joe and Monkey Eyed Tim* outmuscled Hirooki Fuji* and Achilles Leos at 12:35 (End of the Trail) by 18.

**Card 40: Held in Bombay (Attendance: 40,853)**

“Graphing Violence” TI-83 overpowered Harley Vince at 0:33 (Back Elbow Smash) by 113.
Jesse Tombstone over Ryne the Irishman at 4:12 (Disqualification: tied opponent up).
EDGE: Joe Boring defeated The Manhattan Mauler at 7:02 (Chickenwing) by 74.
Jordan Drake defeated EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross at 28:28 (iDDT) by 4.
“Graphing Violence” TJ-83 decked The American Savages: Hank at 29:15 (Numbers Crunch) by 3.
Jordan Drake beat Fred the Wrestling Dog at 2:29 (Backbreaker) by 192.
The Motorcity Hellhound annihilated Frederick Xavier at 6:18 (Chickenwing) by 66.
Hirooki Fuji* and Achilles Leos pinned Johnny London* and Frederick Xavier at 28:46 (Kimikaze Clothesline) by 2 (Guest Referee: The Game M.J.).

Card 41: Held in Liverpool (Attendance: 42,463)
Magnum T.L. annihilated Harley Vince at 4:28 (Chickenwing) by 117.
Magnum T.L. won over Ryne the Irishman at 5:16 (Ankle Lock) by 80.
Neo Dragon annihilated The Manhattan Mauler at 5:54 (Pumphandle Slam) by 67.
EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross defeated The American Patriot at 29:32 (Bodacious Brainbuster) by 3.
Magnum T.L. pinned Fred the Wrestling Dog at 2:40 (Belly to Belly) by 217.
The American Patriot beat Fred the Wrestling Dog at 1:30 (MOAB) by 213.
Shocker Jimmy Electric overpowered Frederick Xavier at 4:47 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 72.
The Christian Warrior and The American Patriot* overpowered “Gentleman” Jack Audley and The Motorcity Hellhound* at 20:07 (Baptism by Fire) by 8.

Card 42: Held in Vicksburg (Attendance: 40,979)
The Green Phantom beat Harley Vince at 4:18 (Bodyslam) by 113.
The Green Phantom over Ryne the Irishman at 4:05 (Disqualification: manager in ring).
Jesse Tombstone pinned Iron Mark Sharp at 3:46 (Back Elbow Smash) by 94.
The Chameleon pinned EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross at 28:49 (Widowmaker) by 4.
The Chameleon defeated Fred the Wrestling Dog at 2:08 (Figure Four) by 194.
Hirooki Fuji over Frederick Xavier at 3:02 (Count Out).
The Christian Warrior* and The American Patriot bested Hirooki Fuji and Achilles Leos* at 10:11 (Baptism by Fire) by 12 (mystery).

Card 43: Held in Accra (Attendance: 32,939)
The Christian Warrior bested Harley Vince at 2:18 (Side Slam) by 88.
The Christian Warrior over Ryne the Irishman at 5:23 (Disqualification: loaded elbow pad).
Magnum T.L. overpowered Iron Mark Sharp at 6:18 (Bodyslam) by 99.
Magnum T.L. bested “Gentleman” Jack Audley at 27:23 (Belly to Belly) by 1.
The Velociraptor beat Fred the Wrestling Dog at 2:14 (Backbreaker) by 194.
Achilles Leos destroyed Frederick Xavier at 3:10 (Palm Strike) by 72.

Card 44: Held in Walla Walla (Attendance: 43,570)
Jordan Drake overpowered Harley Vince at 3:38 (Chickenwing) by 118.
Jordan Drake over Ryne the Irishman at 4:56 (Count Out).
The Green Phantom over Iron Mark Sharp at 3:03 (Disqualification: used powder).
Magnum T.L. overpowered Frederick Xavier at 7:55 (Ankle Lock) by 74.
The Motorcity Hellhound decked Fred the Wrestling Dog at 0:19 (Flathead Drop) by 215.
Gran Sabrosa defeated Frederick Xavier at 7:55 (Hammerlock) by 69.

Card 45: Held in Midtown (Attendance: 36,429)
The American Patriot won over Harley Vince at 4:44 (Headlock) by 115.
The American Patriot over Ryne the Irishman at 2:48 (Disqualification: pushed ref).
Jordan Drake decked Iron Mark Sharp at 3:13 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 100.
EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross defeated Frederick Xavier at 2:19 (Side Slam) by 80.
The Motorcity Hellhound overpowered Magnum T.L. at 29:48 (Superplex) by 4.
Hirooki Fuji beat Fred the Wrestling Dog at 1:55 (Figure Four) by 180.
“Gentleman” Jack Audley and The Motorcity Hellhound* won over Bubba Bentfender and Dr. Slam* at 28:36 (Audley Enough) by 4.

Card 46: Held in Albany (Attendance: 47,172)
The Chameleon overpowered Harley Vince at 4:31 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 120.
The Chameleon decked Ryne the Irishman at 3:01 (Side Slam) by 105.
The American Patriot over Iron Mark Sharp at 9:56 (Disqualification: used rope to choke).
EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross annihilated Gentleman William Worthy at 29:16 (Bodacious Brainbuster) by 3.
Magnum T.L. beat Achilles Leos at 16:43 (Belly to Belly) by 6.
Achilles Leos bested Fred the Wrestling Dog at 1:03 (Lion Tamer) by 211.
Chicago title: The American Savages: Buddy won over Frederick Xavier at 3:29 (European Uppercut) by 109.
The American Savages: Buddy and The American Savages: Hank* annihilated Bubba Bentfender and Dr. Slam* at 27:11 (Smash with Worthy’s Cane) by 3.

Card 47: Held in Englewood (Attendance: 38,853)
The Velociraptor overpowered Harley Vince at 4:07 (Bodyslam) by 122.
The Velociraptor over Ryne the Irishman at 8:36 (Count Out).
The Chameleon bested Iron Mark Sharp at 2:25 (Palm Strike) by 99.
The Velociraptor outmuscled EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross at 28:51 (Superplex) by 4.
Magnum T.L. destroyed Prince Ton at 27:09 (Belly to Belly) by 2 (Guest Referee: Justin Grace).
“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas annihilated Fred the Wrestling Dog at 1:47 (Showstopper/Curtain Call) by 217.
The American Savages: Hank beat Frederick Xavier at 5:25 (Bodyslam) by 66.
Jordan Drake and Dr. Slam* won over “Gentleman” Jack Audley and The Motorcity Hellhound* at 23:11 (IDDT) by 7.

Card 48: Held in Rock Creek (Attendance: 30,245)
The Motorcity Hellhound overpowered Harley Vince at 5:37 (Chickenwing) by 84.
The Motorcity Hellhound over Ryne the Irishman at 4:42 (Disqualification: tied opponent up).
The Velociraptor defeated Iron Mark Sharp at 0:57 (Palm Strike) by 103.
The Motorcity Hellhound decked EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross at 27:37 (Superplex) by 0.
Magnum T.L. over The American Savages: Buddy at 3:07 (Disqualification: hit ref).
EDGE: Joe Boring beat Fred the Wrestling Dog at 1:54 (The Monologue) by 220.
Neo Dragon destroyed Frederick Xavier at 2:33 (Pumphandle Slam) by 74.
Jordan Drake* and Dr. Slam won over The American Savages: Buddy and The American Savages: Hank at 15:46 (IDDT) by 8.

Card 49: Held in Edmonton (Attendance: 36,641)
Hirooki Fuji annihilated Harley Vince at 1:24 (Wrist-clutch Olympic Slam) by 142.
Hirooki Fuji overpowered Ryne the Irishman at 4:01 (Headlock) by 96.
The Motorcity Hellhound won over Iron Mark Sharp at 3:46 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 93.
EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross defeated Achilles Leos at 27:02 (Bodacious Brainbuster) by 5.
Magnum T.L. overpowered The American Savages: Buddy at 29:46 (Feudalism) by 66.
Backstabber outmuscled Fred the Wrestling Dog at 4:10 (Spit Green Mist) by 86.
Spike Dillinger defeated Hirooki Fuji at 15:43 (Buffalo Sleeper) by 9.
The American Patriot and The Chameleon* won over “Gentleman” Jack Audley and The Motorcity Hellhound* at 28:41 (MOAB) by 2 (Guest Referee: Matthew Grabowski).

Card 50: Held in Compton (Attendance: 34,646)
Achilles Leos over Harley Vince at 4:48 (Count Out).
Achilles Leos defeated Ryne the Irishman at 1:22 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 108.
Hirooki Fuji overpowered Iron Mark Sharp at 2:35 (Chickenwing) by 87.
EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross beat Gran Sabrosa at 28:30 (Bodacious Brainbuster) by 4.
Neo Dragon annihilated Magnum T.L. at 28:03 (Dragonplex) by 4.
Neo Dragon won over Fred the Wrestling Dog at 1:27 (Dragonplex) by 221.
The Motorcity Hellhound overpowered Gentleman William Worthy at 28:57 (Flattop Drop) by 2 (Guest Referee: Alexander J. Styles).

Card 51: Held in Brideshead (Attendance: 43,374)
“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas overpowered Harley Vince at 1:24 (Pumphandle Slam) by 121.
“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas decked Ryne the Irishman at 1:36 (Ankle Lock) by 108.
Achilles Leos bested Iron Mark Sharp at 3:13 (Headlock) by 98.
Hirooki Fuji annihilated Dark Sting at 3:44 (Wrist-clutch Olympic Slam) by 55.
Prince Ton outmuscled Gentleman William Worthy at 28:22 (5 Count) by 2 (Guest Referee: Dr. Nathan Dunes).

Card 52: Held in Kalamazoo (Attendance: 45,027)
EDGE: Joe Boring annihilated Harley Vince at 2:59 (Chickenwing) by 99.
EDGE: Joe Boring bested Ryne the Irishman at 5:48 (Chickenwing) by 87.
“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas pinned Iron Mark Sharp at 2:31 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 103.
Neo Dragon beat EDGE: “Pop Culture” Peter Cross at 28:33 (Dragonplex) by 5 (non-title).
Apollos “The Destroyer” Pain beat Frederick Xavier at 2:45 (Back Elbow Smash) by 70.
“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas outmuscled Mr. Winning M.J. at 5:56 (Fallaway Slam) by 73.
Dr. Slam pinned Dr. Victory at 21:47 (Pain Killer) by 8 (non-title).

Card 53: Held in Budapest (Attendance: 37,140)
Neo Dragon beat Harley Vince at 1:46 (Ankle Lock) by 119.
Neo Dragon over Ryne the Irishman at 7:17 (Disqualification: used brass knuckles).
EDGE: Joe Boring bested Iron Mark Sharp at 3:39 (European Uppercut) by 104.
Konik overpowered The Green Phantom at 18:02 (The Pol-Lock) by 10.
Captain “Bud” Drunkenwasted won over Hirooki Fuji at 19:26 (Wasted) by 7.
Dr. Slam outmuscled Tortured at 5:17 (Fallaway Slam) by 86 (non-title).

Card 54: Held in Monterey (Attendance: 42,698)
Jesse Tombstone bested Harley Vance at 2:12 (Palm Strike) by 133.
Jesse Tombstone outmuscled Rocky Kingpin at 2:23 (European Uppercut) by 101.
Neo Dragon over Iron Mark Sharp at 6:42 (Disqualification: nail file).
The Green Phantom destroyed Iceman at 7:44 (Slingshot Suplex) by 56.
Apollus “The Destroyer” Pain pinned Achilles Leos at 27:06 (The Reaper’s Dream) by 5.

“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas annihilated Supernaut at 2:40 (Showstopper/Curtain Call) by 85.

Dr. Slam won over Andrew Jefferson Coughman at 28:07 (Pain Killer) by 5 (non-title).


**Card 55: Held in Coden (Attendance: 46,783)**

“Graphing Violence” TI-83 annihilated Harley Vance at 0:17 (Back Elbow Smash) by 128.

Magnum T.L. beat Rocky Kingpin at 2:11 (Ankle Lock) by 105.

The Velociraptor outmuscled Bradley Batten at 5:59 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 88.

Jordan Drake beat Iceman at 4:14 (iDDT) by 66.

Apollus “The Destroyer” Pain bested Prince Ton at 27:21 (The Reaper’s Dream) by 1.

Dr. Slam outmuscled American Justice at 28:19 (Pain Killer) by 2 (non-title) (Guest Referee: The Manhattan Mauler).

The Standover Man pinned Hirooki Fuji at 13:27 (Stand & Deliver) by 16.


**Card 56: Held in London (Attendance: 48,323)**

Magnum T.L. won over Harley Vance at 1:11 (Chickenwing) by 132.

The Green Phantom decked Rocky Kingpin at 4:52 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 101.

Shocker Jimmy Electric won over Bradley Batten at 3:22 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 83.

Neo Dragon bested Catfish Bucky at 27:53 (Dragonplex) by 4.

Neo Dragon outmuscled Apollus “The Destroyer” Pain at 27:38 (Dragonplex) by 5.

The Christian Warrior decked Bubba Bentfender at 29:22 (Baptism by Fire) by 4.

The Velociraptor defeated Creed Michaels at 2:38 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 78.

Shocker Jimmy Electric and Prince Ton* bested Hirooki Fuji and Achilles Leos* at 10:04 (Brain Buster) by 13 (TLC).

**Card 57: Held in Utica (Attendance: 33,108)**

The Green Phantom decked Harley Vance at 2:58 (Bodyslam) by 128.

The Christian Warrior pinned Rocky Kingpin at 3:02 (Side Slam) by 101.

Hirooki Fuji decked Bradley Batten at 1:34 (Wrist-clutch Olympic Slam) by 151.


HOH: “Hardcore” Jim Stevens won over American Justice at 16:05 (No Rules Chokeslam) by 7.

The Christian Warrior destroyed Jordan Drake at 28:52 (Baptism by Fire) by 1.

The Velociraptor decked The Motorcity Hellhound at 27:22 (Superplex) by 5.


**Card 58: Held in Istanbul (Attendance: 41,582)**


Jordan Drake decked Rocky Kingpin at 0:53 (Pumphandle Slam) by 104.

The Velociraptor bested Billy Batten at 2:56 (Side Slam) by 150.


**New York City title: HOH: “Hardcore” Jim Stevens won over The Christian Warrior at 28:15 (No Rules Chokeslam) by 1.**

The Christian Warrior pinned Johnny Wrestlefest at 28:44 (Baptism by Fire) by 2 (Guest Referee: “201’s Finest” Marc Storm).

The Velociraptor destroyed Achilles Leos at 15:39 (Superplex) by 9.

The American Savages: Buddy* and The American Savages: Hank overpowered Hirooki Fuji and Achilles Leos* at 28:41 (Smash with Worthy’s Cane) by 3 (ultimate X).

**Card 59: Held in Cologne (Attendance: 41,854)**

Jordan Drake destroyed Harley Vance at 1:59 (Chickenwing) by 133.

The American Patriot pinned Rocky Kingpin at 4:43 (Bodyslam) by 104.

Shocker Jimmy Electric over Billy Batten at 7:32 (Count Out).

Prince Ton bested EDGE: Bob Bonecutter at 28:35 (5 Count) by 1.


The Christian Warrior decked “Gentleman” Jack Audley at 29:29 (Baptism by Fire) by 5.

The Velociraptor decked Prince Ton at 27:48 (Superplex) by 5.


**Card 60: Held in Bangkok (Attendance: 38,733)**

The American Patriot beat Harley Vance at 1:45 (Headlock) by 130.

The Chameleon defeated Rocky Kingpin at 1:48 (Headlock) by 104.

Jesse Tombstone overpowered Greg South at 1:30 (European UpperCut) by 96.

Neo Dragon beat EDGE: Bob Bonecutter at 17:43 (Dragonplex) by 7.


The Christian Warrior pinned Frederick Xavier at 6:08 (Side Slam) by 70.

The Velociraptor over The American Savages: Buddy at 1:22 (Disqualification: used powder).

Pigeon Boy*, Quailman, and Recyclops beat Harley Vance, Masked Bandit 2, and Larry Herowitz* at 4:53 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 75.

**Card 61: Held in Tijuana (Attendance: 30,308)**

The Chameleon over Harley Vance at 4:54 (Disqualification: used brass knuckles).

The Velociraptor annihilated Rocky Kingpin at 3:53 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 108.

Magnum T.L. annihilated Greg South at 0:56 (Ankle Lock) by 100.
The Christian Warrior overpowered Hirooki Fuji at 15:47 (Baptism by Fire) by 74.
The Christian Warrior overpowered The Velociraptor at 27:50 (Baptism by Fire) by 1.
The Velociraptor pinned The American Savages: Hank at 18:40 (Superplex) by 7.

Card 62: Held in Harrisburg (Attendance: 37,945)

The Velociraptor overpowered Harley Vance at 2:45 (Bodyslam) by 137.
The Motorcity Hellhound won over Rocky Kingpin at 1:47 (Chickenwing) by 97.
The Green Phantom annihilated Greg South at 2:24 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 96.
The Christian Warrior decked EDGE: Bill Bonecutter at 19:11 (Baptism by Fire) by 7.
The Christian Warrior outmuscled The Motorcity Hellhound at 23:03 (Baptism by Fire) by 6.
Neo Dragon bested The Velociraptor at 28:02 (Dragonplex) by 1.

Card 63: Held in Staten Island (Attendance: 37,308)

The Motorcity Hellhound annihilated Harley Vance at 0:29 (Fallaway Slam) by 132.
Hirooki Fuji decked Rocky Kingpin at 1:44 (Side Slam) by 94.
Jordan Drake annihilated Greg South at 6:57 (Pumphandle Slam) by 99.
EDGE: Bill Bonecutter over The American Savages: Buddy at 6:18 (Disqualification: hit opponent with microphone).
The Christian Warrior annihilated Shockerm Swift at 16:39 (Baptism by Fire) by 5.
The Velociraptor won over "Italian Stallion" Brad Ramirez at 28:41 (Superplex) by 5.
Shockerm Swift, Prince Ton*, and Gran Sabrosa defeated Rapid Delivery Jones*, Bradley Batten, and Billy Batten at 2:32 (Pumphandle Slam) by 94.

Card 64: Held in Bern (Attendance: 49,621)

Hirooki Fuji defeated Harley Vance at 1:21 (Headbutt) by 119.
Achilles Leos bested Rocky Kingpin at 0:31 (Palm Strike) by 103.
The American Patriot outmuscled Greg South at 2:04 (Bodyslam) by 99.
“Highlight ofThe Night” Johny Vegas defeated Mr. Wrestling M.J. at 2:33 (Fallaway Slam) by 100.
HOH: “Hardcore” Jim Stevens decked Prince Ton at 17:18 (No Rules Chokeslam) by 7 (non-title).
The Christian Warrior overpowered Hirooki Fuji at 15:47 (Baptism by Fire) by 17.

The Velociraptor overpowered “Italian Stallion” Roberto Canseco at 28:13 (Superplex) by 5.
Shockerm Swift, Prince Ton, and Gran Sabrosa* outmuscled Rapid Delivery Jones*, Bradley Batten, and Fred the Wrestling Dog at 4:54 (Brain Buster) by 118.

Card 65: Held in Stow (Attendance: 36,598)

Achilles Leos won over Harley Vance at 1:16 (Hammerlock) by 133.
“Highlight ofThe Night” Johny Vegas outmuscled Rocky Kingpin at 1:45 (Fallaway Slam) by 107.
The Chameleon pinned Greg South at 4:22 (Headlock) by 99.
Red Panda outmuscled Luthor Alexander at 27:04 (Panda Slam) by 2 (Guest Referee: “Gentleman” Jack Audley).
HOH: “Hardcore” Jim Stevens over The American Savages: Buddy at 7:05 (Disqualification: razor in boot).
The Christian Warrior pinned Achilles Leos at 23:20 (Baptism by Fire) by 10.
Dr. Victory annihilated Hirooki Fuji at 28:22 (Tonsil Ripper) by 5.
Shockerm Swift, Prince Ton, and Gran Sabrosa decked Bradley Batten, Billy Batten*, and Greg South at 6:05 (Pumphandle Slam) by 90.


“Highlight ofThe Night” Johny Vegas bested Harley Vance at 0:31 (Pumphandle Slam) by 136.
EDGE: Joe Boring beat Rocky Kingpin at 4:16 (Chickenwing) by 112.
The Velociraptor beat Greg South at 2:38 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 103.
The Chameleon beat Prince Ton at 18:31 (Baptism by Fire) by 6.
Chase Grace over The American Savages: Buddy at 6:05 (Disqualification: loaded elbow pad).
Pigeon Boy*, Quailman, and Recyclops outmuscled Luthor Alexander*, Tiamat, and Neo Dragon at 18:24 (Backbreaker) by 9.

Card 67: Held in Fairview (Attendance: 36,044)

EDGE: Joe Boring outmuscled Harley Vance at 0:56 (Hammerlock) by 136.
Neo Dragon won over Rocky Kingpin at 0:39 (Pumphandle Slam) by 105.
The Motorcity Hellhound destroyed Greg South at 6:37 (Chickenwing) by 92.
Luthor Alexander beat Queen Vixen Red at 29:57 (Oxygen Destroyer) by 1 (Commissioner’s Choice, Grand Prix).
HOH: “Hardcore” Jim Stevens annihilated Neo Dragon at 29:30 (No Rules Chokeslam) by 1 (non-title).
The Christian Warrior beat Prince Ton at 29:53 (Baptism by Fire) by 4.
Card 68: Held in Shannon (Attendance: 30,089)

Neo Dragon outmuscled Harley Vance at 2:00 (Ankle Lock) by 134.
Jesse Tombstone defeated Ron Stone at 5:02 (European Uppercut) by 74.
Shocker Jimmy Electric annihilated Greg South at 2:03 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 98.
Luthor Alexander outmuscled “Gentleman” Jack Audley at 29:00 (Oxygen Destroyer) by 4.
“Soul Train” Jones destroyed Frederick Xavier at 6:18 (Hammerlock) by 70.
The Christian Warrior outmuscled EDGE: Joe Boring at 28:36 (Baptism by Fire) by 1.
Justin Grace destroyed The American Savages: Buddy at 8:52 (Reign of Grac by 20.
Pigeon Boy*, Quailman, and Recyclops won over Luthor Alexander, “Soul Train” Jones, and “Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas* at 20:44 (Backbreaker) by 8.

Card 69: Held in Prague (Attendance: 46,849)
The Green Phantom defeated DJ Triple X at 4:45 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 96.
Magnum T.L. decked Ron Stone at 6:50 (Ankle Lock) by 78.
Hirooki Fuji defeated Greg South at 3:48 (Side Slam) by 89.
Luthor Alexander won over Frederick Xavier at 4:35 (Back Elbow Smash) by 72.
“Soul Train” Jones pinned The Motorcity Hellhound at 29:48 (The Message) by 5.
The Christian Warrior won over Gran Sabrosa at 19:59 (Baptism by Fire) by 9.

Card 70: Held in Omaha (Attendance: 40,406)
The Christian Warrior defeated DJ Triple X at 6:29 (Side Slam) by 96.
The Green Phantom beat Ron Stone at 6:27 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 74.
Achilles Leos destroyed Greg South at 3:55 (Palm Strike) by 98.
“Soul Train” Jones outmuscled The American Savages: Hank at 21:02 (The Message) by 7.
Hirooki Fuji pinned Six at 9:42 (Wrist-clutch Olympic Slam) by 28.
Pigeon Boy, Quailman*, and Recyclops decked Luthor Alexander*, Bubba Bentfender, and Dr. Slam at 18:52 (Backbreaker) by 13.

Card 71: Held in Florence (Attendance: 38,444)
The Velociraptor beat DJ Triple X at 3:21 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 103.
Jordan Drake annihilated Ron Stone at 1:43 (Pumphandle Slam) by 77.
“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas overpowered Greg South at 2:13 (Fallaway Slam) by 102.
Luthor Alexander outmuscled Prince Ton at 28:25 (Oxygen Destroyer) by 5.
Neo Dragon overpowered “Soul Train” Jones at 29:07 (Dragonplex) by 1.
The Christian Warrior over The American Savages: Buddy at 4:06 (Disqualification: manager in ring).
Achilles Leos defeated Creed Michaels at 4:45 (Palm Strike) by 73 (extreme rules).

Card 72: Held in Dothan (Attendance: 37,481)
Achilles Leos won over DJ Triple X at 3:27 (Palm Strike) by 98.
The American Patriot annihilated Ron Stone at 6:23 (Bodyslam) by 77.
EDGE: Joe Boring pinned Greg South at 2:20 (Chickenwing) by 107.
Red Panda decked Midnight Rider at 27:22 (Panda Slam) by 3.
The Great David decked The Green Phantom at 17:37 (Great Divide) by 7.
The Christian Warrior overpowered The American Savages: Hank at 19:16 (Baptism by Fire) by 8.
Neo Dragon pinned Anonymous Source at 29:00 (Dragonplex) by 4.
Pigeon Boy, Quailman, and Recyclops* won over Jesse Tombstone*, Jack Robertson, and James Carnage at 24:52 (Backbreaker) by 10.

Card 73: Held in Bahrain (Attendance: 39,032)
Neo Dragon defeated DJ Triple X at 4:46 (Pumphandle Slam) by 100.
The Chameleon overpowered Ron Stone at 4:17 (Headlock) by 77.
Neo Dragon outmuscled Greg South at 4:25 (Pumphandle Slam) by 100.
The Christian Warrior beat Midnight Rider at 28:36 (Baptism by Fire) by 2 (Guest Referee: The Chameleon).
HOH: “Hangman” Seth Gallows defeated The Christian Warrior at 29:07 (Hangman’s DDT) by 1.
The Christian Warrior tied Neo Dragon at 9:01 (Double Disqualification).
“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas annihilated Ivan “The Resurrected” Iasamov at 7:07 (Fallaway Slam) by 74.

Card 74: Held in San Francisco (Attendance: 39,733)
Jesse Tombstone over Masked Bandit 1 at 27:33 (Disqualification: pushed ref).
The Velociraptor destroyed Ron Stone at 3:05 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 81.
Tiamat decked Kenny J at 3:48 (European Uppercut) by 64.
Midnight Rider defeated Frederick Xavier at 4:39 (Side Slam) by 78.
HOH: “Hangman” Seth Gallows defeated The Big Bad Red Fox at 27:57 (Hangman’s DDT) by 5.
Quailman bested The American Savages: Hank at 29:39 (Slingshot Suplex) by 5.
Neo Dragon over Barry Banderson at 6:15 (Disqualification: used belt to hit opponent).

Card 75: Held in Bari (Attendance: 42,003)
Magnum T.L. decked Masked Bandit 1 at 4:12 (Bodyslam) by 79.
IWL Matches

The Motorcity Hellhound annihilated Ron Stone at 2:39 (Chickenwing) by 70.

The Green Phantom over Kenny J at 6:27 (Count Out).

Midnight Rider bested Dr. Slam at 28:44 (Flip, Flop, & Fly) by 2 (non-title) (Guest Referee: Gentleman William Worthy).

HOH: “Hangman” Seth Gallows overpowered Frederick Xavier at 3:51 (European Uppercut) by 76.

Bubba Bentfender decked “Gentleman” Jack Audley at 28:27 (Fender Bender) by 1 (non-title).

“Taking” Kara Bidness bested Hirooki Fujii at 10:07 (Kara-nival Ride) by 14.


Bubba Bentfender pinned Frederick Xavier at 4:13 (Fallaway Slam) by 72.

Shocker Jimmy Electric overpowered The Motorcity Hellhound at 27:38 (Brain Buster) by 1.


Card 76: Held in Smyrna (Attendance: 48,525)

The Green Phantom destroyed Masked Bandit 1 at 1:52 (Slingshot Suplex) by 137.

Hirooki Fujii bested Ron Stone at 4:21 (Side Slam) by 67.

The Velociraptor over Kenny J at 29:02 (Count Out).

Midnight Rider bested The Motorcity Hellhound at 29:06 (Flip, Flop, & Fly) by 4.

HOH: “Hangman” Seth Gallows annihilated The Motorcity Hellhound at 22:59 (Hangman’s DDT) by 7 (non-title).

Bubba Bentfender pinned Frederick Xavier at 4:13 (Fallaway Slam) by 72.

Shocker Jimmy Electric overpowered The Motorcity Hellhound at 27:38 (Brain Buster) by 1.


Card 77: Held in Sioux Falls (Attendance: 42,708)

The Christian Warrior won over Masked Bandit 1 at 0:16 (Baptism by Fire) by 148.

Achilles Leos over Ron Stone at 5:24 (Count Out).

Jesse Tombstone outmuscled Norton Smiley at 1:30 (European Uppercut) by 89.

Midnight Rider bested Achilles Leos at 16:31 (Flip, Flop, & Fly) by 8.


Bubba Bentfender tied Dr. Slam (Time Limit) (non-title).

The Motorcity Hellhound decked Achilles Leos at 28:25 (Flathead Drop) by 4.


Card 78: Held in Luna (Attendance: 49,351)

Jordan Drake decked Masked Bandit 1 at 2:48 (DDT) by 147.

“Highlight of The Night” Johnny Vegas pinned Ron Stone at 2:14 (Fallaway Slam) by 80.

Magnum T.L. overpowered Norton Smiley at 3:46 (Ankle Lock) by 93.

Midnight Rider won over Prince Ton at 27:44 (Flip, Flop, & Fly) by 4.

HOH: “Hangman” Seth Gallows bested Achilles Leos at 10:41 (Hangman’s DDT) by 11 (non-title).

Bubba Bentfender annihilated The Motorcity Hellhound at 27:22 (Fender Bender) by 2 (Guest Referee: Phantom).

Dallas title: The Motorcity Hellhound annihilated Prince Ton at 21:18 (Superplex) by 7.

Pigeon Boy*, Quailman, and Recyclops annihilated The Christian Warrior, Chase Grace, and Justin Grace* at 19:53 (Backbreaker) by 9.

Card 79: Held in Seattle (Attendance: 45,385)

The American Patriot outmuscled Masked Bandit 1 at 0:48 (Slingshot Suplex) by 126.

EDGE: Joe Boring annihilated Ron Stone at 2:15 (Chickenwing) by 85.

The Green Phantom defeated Norton Smiley at 2:40 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 89.

Midnight Rider over The American Savages: Buddy at 2:46 (Count Out).

HOH: “Hangman” Seth Gallows bested Prince Ton at 15:33 (Hangman’s DDT) by 7 (non-title).

Bubba Bentfender defeated Achilles Leos at 22:26 (Fender Bender) by 6.

“Highlight of The Night” Johnny Vegas outmuscled The Motorcity Hellhound at 27:28 (Showstopper/Curtain Call) by 2 (Guest Referee: Andrew Jefferson Coughman).


Card 80: Held in Salem (Attendance: 46,692)

The Chameleon over Masked Bandit 1 at 6:16 (Disqualification: used belt to hit opponent).

Neo Dragon defeated Ron Stone at 3:00 (Pumphandle Slam) by 78.

Jordan Drake overpowered Norton Smiley at 5:21 (Pumphandle Slam) by 92.

Midnight Rider overpowered The American Savages: Buddy at 24:35 (Flip, Flop, & Fly) by 6.

HOH: “Hangman” Seth Gallows overpowered Crazy Carl at 13:50 (Hangman’s DDT) by 11.

Bubba Bentfender bested Prince Ton at 29:12 (Fender Bender) by 2 (Guest Referee: "Soul Train” Jones).

EDGE: Joe Boring beat The Motorcity Hellhound at 28:40 (The Monologue) by 5.


Card 81: Held in Montpelier (Attendance: 41,459)

The Velociraptor bested Masked Bandit 1 at 2:08 (Superplex) by 147.


The American Patriot over Norton Smiley at 1:32 (Disqualification: used rope to choke).

Neo Dragon defeated Midnight Rider at 28:07 (Dragonplex) by 2 (Guest Referee: Kennedy Cage).


Bubba Bentfender beat The American Savages: Buddy at 14:04 (Fender Bender) by 19.

The Motorcity Hellhound pinned Gran Sabrosa at 27:43 (Flathead Drop) by 3.
Pigeon Boy*, Quailman, and Recyclops beat Shocker Jimmy Electric, Prince Ton*, and Gran Sabrosa at 18:06 (Backbreaker) by 8.

Card 82: Held in Tehran (Attendance: 34,529)
The Motorcity Hellhound decked Masked Bandit 1 at 0:32 (Superplex) by 132.
Bubba Bentfender destroyed The American Savages: Hank at 28:40 (Fender Bender) by 4.
The Motorcity Hellhound over The American Savages: Buddy at 1:34 (Disqualification: used powder).

Card 83: Held in Athens (Attendance: 31,034)
Shocker Jimmy Electric outmuscled Masked Bandit 1 at 1:16 (Brain Buster) by 143.
The Green Phantom defeated Jimbo Powers at 3:04 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 102.
The Velociraptor bested Norton Smiley at 4:20 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 96. Tiatam beat Fred the Wrestling Dog at 2:30 (Chaos Theory Superkick) by 221.
HOH: “Hangman” Seth Gallowes annihilated Neo Dragon at 28:33 (Hangman’s DDT) by 1 (non-title).
Neo Dragon defeated Bubba Bentfender at 27:03 (Dragonplex) by 4.
The Motorcity Hellhound decked The American Savages: Hank at 28:44 (Flathead Drop) by 2 (Guest Referee: Iron Mark Sharp).

Card 84: Held in San Antonio (Attendance: 38,391)
Hirooki Fuji beat Masked Bandit 1 at 2:03 (Wrist-clutch Olympic Slam) by 131 (I quit).
“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas overpowered Tormented at 8:23 (Fallaway Slam) by 46.
Jordan Drake destroyed Frederick Xavier at 5:41 (Pumphandle Slam) by 73. Neo Dragon annihilated The Motorcity Hellhound at 20:01 (Dragonplex) by 6.
Shocker Jimmy Electric, Prince Ton*, and Gran Sabrosa won over Gentleman William Worthy*, The American Savages: Buddy, and The American Savages: Hank at 17:45 (Brain Buster) by 2 (Guest Referee: Someone in the Know).

Card 85: Held in Buenos Aires (Attendance: 30,956)
Achilles Leos bested Masked Bandit 1 at 0:41 (Lion Tamer) by 138.
Indian Joe destroyed The Green Phantom at 12:04 (Indian Fire Drop) by 12.
Jordan Drake outmuscled Gaius Xanatos at 16:52 (iDDT) by 11.
Firebird John Satterfield bested over Achilles Leos at 21:24 (Rope Walking DDT) by 6.

Card 86: Held in Toronto (Attendance: 41,730)
“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas over Masked Bandit 1 at 4:00 (Disqualification: hidden spike).
EDGE: “Friend Zoned” Frederick Goodfellow overpowered Achilles Leos at 18:22 (Noble Intentions) by 10.
Pigeon Boy defeated The Green Phantom at 23:59 (Backbreaker) by 8.
Jordan Drake drew The Standover Man at 2:25 (No Contest).
Mr. Magnificent J. Montgomery beat Hirooki Fuji at 22:13 (Stretch Muffler) by 9.

Card 87: Held in Las Vegas (Attendance: 33,070)
EDGE: Joe Boring bested Masked Bandit 1 at 2:48 (The Monologue) by 147.
The Velociraptor defeated Jimbo Powers at 1:52 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 109.
“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas decked Norton Smiley at 5:54 (Fallaway Slam) by 95.
EDGE: “Friend Zoned” Frederick Goodfellow won over Prince Ton at 21:16 (Noble Intentions) by 6.
Terry Hammer outmuscled The Green Phantom at 24:07 (Hammer Smash) by 7.
Jordan Drake beat Dr. Victory at 16:22 (iDDT) by 11.
Shocker Jimmy Electric destroyed The American Savages: Buddy at 7:40 (Brain Buster) by 18.

Card 88: Held in Ozone Park (Attendance: 47,698)
Neo Dragon overpowered Masked Bandit 1 at 2:03 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 81.
The Motorcity Hellhound defeated Jimbo Powers at 3:41 (Chickenwing) by 98.
EDGE: Joe Boring decked Norton Smiley at 4:17 (Chickenwing) by 100.
The Green Phantom bested Fred the Wrestling Dog at 2:27 (Backbreaker) by 186.
Jordan Drake overpowered The Motorcity Hellhound at 27:24 (iDDT) by 5.
Neo Dragon pinned Hirooki Fuji at 7:50 (Dragonplex) by 17.
Card 89: Held in Denver (Attendance: 47,218)

- Jesse Tombstone pinned Masked Bandit 2 at 5:12 (European Uppercut) by 84.
- Hirooki Fuji beat Jimbo Powers at 6:38 (Side Slam) by 104.
- Neo Dragon defeated Norton Smiley at 2:41 (Pumphandle Slam) by 84.
- The Christian Warrior beat Masked Bandit 2 at 3:24 (Side Slam) by 84.
- The Green Phantom won over Achilles Leos at 28:13 (Sabrosa-Plex) by 1.
- The Green Phantom outmuscled Yoshi Tattoo at 6:22 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 5.
- Jesse Tombstone decked Fred the Wrestling Dog at 2:58 (The Spear of Death) by 77.
- Neo Dragon annihilated Jimbo Powers at 1:32 (Pumphandle Slam) by 106.

Card 90: Held in Vienna (Attendance: 41,156)

- “Graphing Violence” TI-83 bested Masked Bandit 2 at 6:00 (Chickenwing) by 84.
- Achilles Leos outmuscled Jimbo Powers at 1:58 (Palm Strike) by 104.
- Hirooki Fuji beat Jimbo Powers at 6:08 (European Uppercut) by 77.
- The Christian Warrior decked Yoshi Tattoo at 28:26 (The Spear of Death) by 5.
- The Green Phantom bested Baddest American Biker Iron Mike 2013 at 7:44 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 34.
- Jordan Drake defeated Prince Ton at 28:49 (iDDT) by 5.
- Andrew Jefferson Coughman pinned Hirooki Fuji at 16:53 (Knee Drop) by 8.

Card 91: Held in Zurich (Attendance: 30,796)

- Magnum T.L. overpowered Masked Bandit 2 at 1:42 (Ankle Lock) by 88.
- Magnum T.L. overpowered Yoshi Tattoo at 2:34 (Body Slam) by 87.
- Jesse Tombstone decked Fred the Wrestling Dog at 2:58 (The Spear of Death) by 215.
- Captain “Bud” Drunkenwasted annihilated The Green Phantom at 28:44 (Wasted) by 1.
- Jordan Drake over The American Savages: Buddy at 11:08 (Disqualification: used rope to choke).
- Prince Ton beat Achilles Leos at 27:28 (5 Count) by 4.

Card 92: Held in Ottawa (Attendance: 39,567)

- The Green Phantom defeated Masked Bandit 2 at 3:19 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 84.
- EDGE: Joe Boring annihilated Jimbo Powers at 1:32 (Chickenwing) by 113.
- The Green Phantom outmuscled Yoshi Tattoo at 6:22 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 77.
- The Christian Warrior decked Jesse Tombstone at 17:23 (Baptism by Fire) by 6.
- The Green Phantom bested Baddest American Biker John 2013th USA at 15:37 (Slingshot Suplex) by 16.
- Gran Sabrosa won over Achilles Leos at 28:13 (Sabrosa-Plex) by 1.

Card 93: Held in Ciudad Juarez (Attendance: 33,140)

- The Christian Warrior beat Masked Bandit 2 at 3:24 (Side Slam) by 84.
- Jordan Drake defeated Yoshi Tattoo at 2:37 (Pumphandle Slam) by 80.
- Jesse Tombstone tied The Motorcity Hellhound at 3:20 (Double Disqualification).
- The Green Phantom defeated Baddest American Biker Cowboy James 2013 at 6:29 (Slingshot Suplex) by 32.
- Neo Dragon beat Jordan Drake at 29:24 (Dragonplex) by 1.
- The American Savages: Hank defeated Achilles Leos at 29:03 (Spinning Brainbuster) by 2 (Guest Referee: Krusher Bruisefield).

Card 94: Held in Lagos (Attendance: 44,911)

- Jordan Drake defeated Masked Bandit 2 at 1:50 (Pumphandle Slam) by 87.
- Neo Dragon bested Jimbo Powers at 1:32 (Pumphandle Slam) by 106.
- The American Patriot beat Yoshi Tattoo at 2:56 (European Uppercut) by 84.
- The Chameleon destroyed Masked Bandit 2 at 4:37 (Headlock) by 87.

Card 95: Held in Moscow (Attendance: 33,136)

- The American Patriot defeated Masked Bandit 2 at 5:37 (Bodyslam) by 87.
- The Velociraptor destroyed Duke of Dublin at 3:09 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 96.
- The Chameleon destroyed Yoshi Tattoo at 5:42 (Palm Strike) by 87.
- Neo Dragon annihilated Jesse Tombstone at 24:07 (Dragonplex) by 6.
- The American Patriot beat Yoshi Tattoo at 2:56 (European Uppercut) by 84.

Card 96: Held in Philadelphia (Attendance: 34,151)

- The Chameleon destroyed Masked Bandit 2 at 4:37 (Headlock) by 87.
- Achilles Leos overpowered Duke of Dublin at 2:36 (Palm Strike) by 91.
- The Velociraptor annihilated Yoshi Tattoo at 5:56 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 84.
- Dirty Mike destroyed Hirooki Fuji at 20:03 (The Dirty “D”) by 7.

Card 97: Held in Rapid City (Attendance: 43,466)

- The Velociraptor won over Masked Bandit 2 at 3:24 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 91.
- “Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas decked Duke of Dublin at 4:17 (Fallaway Slam) by 95.
- The Motorcity Hellhound beat Yoshi Tattoo at 3:29 (Chickenwing) by 73.
- Jack Robertson annihilated Frederick Xavier at 6:27 (Fallaway Slam) by 75.

Card 98: Held in Lagos (Attendance: 44,911)

- Jordan Drake defeated Masked Bandit 2 at 1:50 (Pumphandle Slam) by 87.
- Neo Dragon bested Jimbo Powers at 1:32 (Pumphandle Slam) by 106.
- The American Patriot beat Yoshi Tattoo at 2:56 (European Uppercut) by 84.
- The Chameleon destroyed Masked Bandit 2 at 4:37 (Headlock) by 87.

Card 99: Held in Moscow (Attendance: 33,136)

- The American Patriot defeated Masked Bandit 2 at 5:37 (Bodyslam) by 87.
- The Velociraptor destroyed Duke of Dublin at 3:09 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 96.
- The Chameleon destroyed Yoshi Tattoo at 5:42 (Palm Strike) by 87.
- Neo Dragon annihilated Jesse Tombstone at 24:07 (Dragonplex) by 6.
- The Christian Warrior annihilated The Green Phantom at 15:15 (Baptism by Fire) by 11.
- Algebra Jones outmuscled Prince Ton at 24:59 (Problem Solver) by 6.
Kenneth Oblivion pinned The American Savages: Buddy at 11:25 (Black Hole Buster) by 17.
Prince Ton destroyed Gran Sabrosa at 29:18 (5 Count) by 3.

Card 98: Held in Geneva (Attendance: 36,591)
The Motorcity Hellhound overpowered Masked Bandit 2 at 2:32 (Chicken-wing) by 80.
Neo Dragon over Duke of Dublin at 4:38 (Disqualification: used powder).
Hirooki Fuji outmuscled Yoshi Tattoo at 4:17 (Chickenwing) by 75.
Jack Robertson outmuscled Achilles Leos at 28:37 (Hangman’s Noose) by 4.
The Chameleon decked The Green Phantom at 24:03 (Widowmaker) by 10.
The American Patriot decked Frederick Xavier at 3:33 (Bodyslam) by 73.
Prince Ton outmuscled The American Savages: Hank at 28:06 (5 Count) by 2 (Guest Referee: Masked Bandit 2).

Card 99: Held in Wheeling (Attendance: 49,194)
Shocker Jimmy Electric decked Masked Bandit 2 at 4:07 (Turnbuckle Smash) by 86.
Jesse Tombstone defeated Rapid Delivery Jones at 1:57 (European Uppercut) by 125.
Achilles Leos defeated Yoshi Tattoo at 5:50 (Headlock) by 86.
Jack Robertson over The American Savages: Buddy at 1:13 (Disqualification: manager in ring).
The Motorcity Hellhound won over The American Patriot at 27:25 (Flat-head Drop) by 2 (Guest Referee: Bradley Batten).
Neo Dragon decked Prince Ton at 23:30 (Dragonplex) by 6.

Card 100: Held in Midland (Attendance: 40,680)
Hirooki Fuji won over Masked Bandit 2 at 3:58 (Side Slam) by 77.
Magnum T.L. beat Rapid Delivery Jones at 1:16 (Ankle Lock) by 129.
“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas bested Yoshi Tattoo at 2:43 (Fallaway Slam) by 83.
Red Panda defeated James Carnage at 20:44 (Panda Slam) by 7.
The Big Bad Red Fox destroyed The Green Phantom at 18:27 (Red Deathlock) by 7.
The American Patriot defeated Achilles Leos at 27:52 (MOAB) by 2 (Guest Referee: Andrew Jefferson Coughman).
Algebra Jones tied Neo Dragon (Time Limit).

Battle Royal
Held in Pittsburgh (Attendance: 39,206)
The American Savages: Buddy took $1,000 after getting hurled onto the announcer’s table by Quailman and The Green Phantom.
Gran Sabrosa pocketed $1,100 when he was hurled into some chairs at ringside by The American Savages: Hank.
The American Patriot got $1,200 after getting thrown onto the apron by The Motorcity Hellhound.
Hirooki Fuji received $1,300 when Luthor Alexander hurled him out.

The American Savages: Hank pocketed $1,400 when he was flipped over the turnbuckle by Gentleman William Worthy.
Neo Dragon was paid $1,500 when he got flipped out by Luthor Alexander.
Magnum T.L. earned $1,600 when Alexander J. Styles flung him out of the ring.
Alexander J. Styles received a quick $1,700 when HOH: Josh “The Beast” Gordon and HOH: “Hangman” Seth Gallows threw him into some chairs at ringside.
Gentleman William Worthy took home $1,800 in imaginary earnings after Luthor Alexander flung him out.
Quailman was awarded $1,900 when Johnny Wrestlefest and HOH: “Hardcore” Jim Stevens threw him onto the concrete floor.
Tiamat was given $2,000 when HOH: “Hangman” Seth Gallows and Apollos “The Destroyer” Pain threw him onto the concrete floor.
Midnight Rider picked up $2,100 when he was thrown over the top rope by Achilles Leos.
HOH: “Hangman” Seth Gallows snatched $2,200 after he got catapulted onto the concrete floor by Algebra Jones and The Green Phantom.
The Motorcity Hellhound got $2,300 when he got thrown into some fans at ringside by Justin Grace.
Algebra Jones got $2,400 after being thrown out by “Gentleman” Jack Audley.
Luthor Alexander was paid $2,500 when Recyclops threw him out.
Chase Grace collected $2,600 after The Arabian Dream Ali Atari catapulted him out.
The Christian Warrior nabbed $2,700 when Recyclops hurled him into his manager at ringside.
Achilles Leos got $2,800 after he got flipped into his manager at ringside by “Graphing Violence” TI-83.
Apollos “The Destroyer” Pain nabbed $2,900 after he got flung into some fans at ringside by Justin Grace.
“Gentleman” Jack Audley earned $3,000 when Red Panda flung him into some fans at ringside.
“Highlight of The Night” Johny Vegas earned $3,100 after The Arabian Dream Ali Atari threw him out of the ring.
Bubba Bentfender got $3,200 after he got flung out by Dr. Slam.
The Chameleon pocketed $3,300 after The Green Phantom threw him outside the ring.
The Green Phantom won $3,400 when he got thrown out by The Velociraptor.
“Graphing Violence” TI-83 collected $3,500 when he was thrown outside the ring by HOH: Josh “The Beast” Gordon.
Recyclops took home $3,600 after getting hurled out by Johnny Wrestlefest.
Dr. Slam gained $3,700 after being thrown out by The Arabian Dream Ali Atari.
Jordan Drake was paid $3,800 after being hurled out of the ring by Johnny Wrestlefest.
HOH: “Hardcore” Jim Stevens took $3,900 after The Velociraptor threw him into his manager at ringside.
Johnny Wrestlefest was paid $4,000 when Justin Grace hurled him out.
The Velociraptor earned $4,100 after Red Panda flipped him through the ropes.
HOH: Josh “The Beast” Gordon picked up $4,200 after Red Panda flung him out.
Justin Grace received $4,300 after he got flipped over the turnbuckle by Red Panda.
The Arabian Dream Ali Atari gained $4,400 after Red Panda catapulted him out.
Red Panda was the winner of the battle royal and the $30,000 prize, as well as 36 free IWL matches.
IN LOVING MEMORY

ROBERT RACE

December 7, 1941 – January 1, 2020
By Juan Cena
01/01/2020

Robert Race a man who was quick to light up a smoke, even quicker to tell a dirty joke. A man from bygone era. He had hardy handshake and wouldn’t mind spanking a secretary who messed up his coffee. A man so bold that the PC Police were too afraid to cancel. His views on society were outdated, but in regards to Pro Wrestling he was light years ahead of everyone else. He promoted cards on every continent in the world. When we took over the already successful IWL he was under enormous to continue that success. He exceeded expectations. He once said “God created all men equal, just some are worth more. Robert Race was worth his weight in gold.

Commissioner Race signs autographs at the Home for Un-Wed Mothers. He would go there every Saturday night.

RACE FOUND DEAD AT HOTEL

By Akeem Bixenspan
01/01/2020

Tragedy struck the wrestling world today. World renowned promoter of over 50 years passed away last night. The event leading to his passing are interesting as the man. Around 11pm Police officers arrived at Hotel Carter in New York City to find Race naked, in the company of two prostitutes, running around the building, pulling fire alarms and laying waste to property with a baseball bat. Oh, and he was covered from head to toe in baby oil and cocaine.

Taken to a hospital, where they also found cocaine and Valium in his system, Race died 90 minutes later of a heart attack. It looks like Race’s demons finally caught up with me. He had struggling with numerous issues over the past year. None more evident then IWAR Draft where a clearly intoxicated Race, embarrass himself. Since then he has been in and out rehab before finally disappearing. Missing for months officials from IWC and IWAR had been looking for him. Rumor has it he was in company of wrestling star Neo Dragon. Dragon has no comment at this time. Regardless of the indiscretions Race will be missed by the wrestling world. He was 78 years old.
IN THE RING WITH LANCE

My emotions are mixed. We just had the greatest night in history of Pro Wrestling at our Starrcade PPV. Our Commissioner Robert Race has died. He was a complicated man, but he loved sport of Professional Wrestling. He did his best every single night to give every single fan their money worth. He will be missed.
BREAKING STARCADe NEWS

Robert Race Passes, Underwood Retains and Relinquishes Title, Special Pay-Per-View Cage Match Between Luthor Alexander and Ali Atari to Decide IWL Title; Christian Warrior Wins Rumble and Shot at Winner

Math Club Closes Book
Algebra Jones increased TI-83’s chances of beating Graham Underwood for the IWl title when Jones beat Underwood for the Dixie title. The Math Club beat the Three Birds in a three on two match. Before the Three Birds could figure out 3 minus 2, the Club had beat them all over the arena. The Math Club considers the feud closed. The Three Birds defined the Math Club’s 2019, but winning titles will define their 2020. TI-83 explained he had a 93% chance of beating Graham Underwood at Starcade. With odds like that, why even have the match? Graham’s future is over and the future is bright for the Math Club.

Revolution Skips Starcade
Johnny Revolution is not even going to Starcade. He’s going to party with Dallas Cowboy cheerleaders. Luthor will destroy Ivan. Vegas will win the Holiday Rumble. Neo Dragon will defeat the American Patriot and Jones and Che will mop the floor with Atari and the Patriot. He’s not worried about Starcade; his boys have it under control.

Ivan Vows to Dominate
Ivan Iasamov said 2020 is the year he will dominate the IWl. Everyone will perish and tremble with fear at his feet, so they might as well accept it and bow down now before his greatness. He will drag you to hell.

Underwood Champ 736 Days
Graham Underwood has been champion for 736 days. If you can’t beat ’em, let ’em get drafted away.

Luthor League Champ
Luthor Alexander won the League title, but the IWl World title is the one he has his sights set on. Rest assured, it will be his again. Ivan Iasamov’s existence is blasphemous. Ivan should never think he can hang with Luthor in the ring. Velociraptor is as ferocious as the goofy purple dinosaur on the kids tv show. His extinction awaits. If Jack Audley wants to wrestle a real man, Luthor is available. The Grand Prix title will stay with Luthor forever.

Worthy Challenges Ivan
The Christian Warrior pointed out several wrestlers who hadn’t responded to him yet. He called out Ivan Iasamov for only talking politics and spewing catchphrases. At least Ivan was silent when his brother tore his head off. Warrior lets his actions do the talking. His resume is impressive. He challenged Ivan to settle their feud in an inferno match.

Tim & Joe Set Sights on Titles
Despite finishing third in the Murano tag tournament in their first year as a team, Indian Joe and Monkey Eyed Tim weren’t given an IWl tag title shot. In 2020, they are coming for those titles. The IWl tag champs better watch out!

Vixen Red Wants IWl Title
Queen Vixen Red didn’t get a shot at the IWl title in 2019 because the men were afraid of her. In 2020, she is coming for the IWl title.

Atari Has Champagne on Ice
Ali Atari gave Dapper Dan Dee a bottle of champagne, which is Atari’s motivation to beat Luthor Alexander in a cage for the IWl title. If any of Luthor’s buddies stick their noses in the match, Atari will break them. He dedicated the match to Senor Lucha. He predicted the ball would drop on Luthor as 2019 crashed on his head.

Worthy Scouts Magnum
As Magnum TL and Jordan Drake squared off, the Gentleman’s Club came out to scout TL. Worthy took over on commentary and said TL is a deranged, mullet headed reject from an 80’s adult film set. Super Stomper will tear him apart. There is no way TL will take Stomper’s mask. When the Gentleman’s Club hit the ring, Midnight Rider appeared with a steel chair. Jordan Drake stood by TL and Rider and refused an offer to help the Club beat down TL for a spot in the Club. Worthy said the Regulators are wimps living off their reputations who are hiding from the American Savages. The fans will learn TL is a fraud.

Chameleon Channels A-Team
Che Guerrero and Soul Train Jones drew Chameleon into their battle with Ali Atari. You don’t attack a legend. He and Atari will put an end to their dream of a revolution. Che and Train better get ready for the fight of their lives. No more disguises for before Starcade, no more games. It’s time to get serious. The Chameleon busts his butt to kick theirs. In the midst of the battle, they’ll remember the only easy day was yesterday.
**Soul Train Slams Chameleon**
Soul Train Jones says the Chameleon is a guy that could never win the big one. Chameleon hates himself so much he has to pretend to be somebody else. He’s a clown cosplaying as a wrestler. It will take a nation of millions to hold him back from beating the Omega Squadron. The fans thought they owned Jones, but nobody owns him. Everyone pays a price. How much will Chameleon pay?

**Three Birds Claim Victory**
The Three Birds said the Math Club are dead to them. The Birds are still the Six-Man champs and they can’t be beat. The Regulators are going to need luck at Starcade. They are the Fabulous Three Birds and there are two things you can do about it...nothin’ and like it.

**American Patriot Ready**
The American Patriot is always ready to take on greed and corruption like Neo Dragon. At Starcade, Patriot will become a socialist when he redistributes Dragon’s gold to his own waist. Win or lose, he will leave everything in the ring. Win or lose, he will wake up the next morning and be able to look at himself in the mirror, as hard work and determination always win in the end.

**Audley Hopes for Knighthood**
Had Jack Audley known it was so easy to get Kennedy Cage to risk his career, he wouldn’t have bothered sweet talking the hag Cage brings to the ring. After Starcade, Cage will no longer be allowed to vilify the epitaph of wrestler by calling himself one. After he ends Cage’s career and wins the Holiday Rumble in one night, he might just get a knighthood.

**Guerrero Bringing Game**
At Starcade, the whole world will witness Che Guerrero and Soul Train Jones taking out Chameleon and Ali Atari. The only game Jones and Guerrero like is Russian Roulette, but instead of the Chameleon getting a bullet in his head, he’ll get a boot in his backside. When it’s all said and done, RX will reign supreme.

**Regulators Interrupt Massage**
The Regulators tracked down William Worthy to a massage parlor, where they sent a message to the American Savages. After they defend their titles at Starcade, the Regulators will turn 100% of their attention to the American Savages.

**Hellhound Courting RX?**
During the battle royal, the Motor City Hellhound came to the aid of Luthor Alexander, helping eliminate several wrestlers on the way to Luthor’s battle royal victory. As Luthor celebrated, the Hell Hound gave him a brief nod before going backstage, leaving many to question if there is a secret alliance between the two.

**Graces Aid Fan**
When the American Savages attacked another fan, Amazing Grace had seen enough. They brawled with the Savages in the ring until William Worthy slammed Justin Grace with a chair and put him through a table. The Savages, Worthy and the Super Stomper then stomped and hit Chase with a chair. Worthy said this is what the preliminary bums get. The Club doesn’t have time for nobodies like the Graces, but they will keep beating them down until they get a shot at the Regulators.

**Wrestlefest Plots Revenge**
Johnny Wrestlefest will break everybody down until he gets what is owed to him. He will earn another shot at the IWL title and when he does, all bets are off. It’s still his shot because it was taken from him. He plans to go to the ring after the Graham Underwood-TI-83 match, and he’ll collect what was his in the first place.

**TL Vows to Unmask Stomper**
Midnight Rider will have Magnum TL’s back, because someone has to watch your back when dealing with William Worthy. At Starcade, Rider will keep Worthy in line while TL takes Stomper’s mask. Rider warned Worthy to watch out for the uninvited guest.

**House of Hardcore Here**
The House of Hardcore, composed of “The Beast” Josh Gordon, “Hangman” Seth Gallows, and “Hardcore” Jim Stevens made their debut in IWL. They are the newest stable and they are here to fight and win titles. They will do whatever they want to win. If you try to stop them, they will take you out and show the world who they are.

**Backstabber Staying in IWL**
Backstabber has been on quite a role lately, going 117-20-1 to end 2019. He has decided to stay put in the IWL for a while. He was up to his old tactics, though, as he speared a snowman and then threw an ice ball through a window. He is looking to win titles in 2020.
Gran Sabrosa Vs Kennedy Cage
John Slaughter Vs Mark Malice
Robbie Blood Vs Pastor Pain
Blank # 4 Vs H. Del

Imposter

Winner gets 10 free matches and a shot at the Pan-American Championship.

8 men will compete in a no hold barred tournament to crown the best fighter in the world. Someone may die. The winner of this invitational tournament will receive 20 free matches, $100,000 of cash, and a shot at the Pan-American Championship.

Winner: JGC

Please enter IWL ID #155 into the 4 Corners tournament.

STARRCADE
WHAT THE WORLD IS WATCHING!

Champion
Graham Underwood

Challenger
Graphic Violence TI-83

4-HOUR SPECTACULAR!

2nd Annual Holiday Rumble

*Ali Atari * Jack Robertson * Gentleman Jack Audley * Queen Vixen Red*
*
The Chameleon * Gran Sabrosa * Johny Vegas * Kennedy Cage * Math Jackson*
*
* Soul Train* Jones * Magnum TL * Christian Warrior * The Super Stomper *

Card Subject To Change
Lance Catamaran here with Tully Schiavonne! Welcome to AT&T Stadium. Welcome to Starrcade. Over 100 thousands fans have gathered here to see greatest wrestling event in the history of the universe. Up first Luthor Alexander will face Ivan Iasamov in a grudge. Ivan is on his way down the ring... Wait one second. Is that Ivan’s brother Victor accompanying him down to the ring. Didn’t Victor rip Ivan head off a while back. It must be water under the bridge. Coming to America begins to play! Here’s Johnny Revolution he’s joined by The Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders. I wonder if Debbie is still on the squad. Johnny points to the sky. It’s a bird! it’s a plane! No it’s Luthor Alexander.... On a hand glider? Luthor swoops down the ring. He bum rushes Ivan, throwing lefts and rights. It has no affect on Ivan. Luthor hits The Soviet Super Kick, Ivan shrugs it off. Alexander spits on Ivan. An enraged Ivan goes for a spear. Luthor pulls the ref in the way. Ivan crushes the referee. Wait Is that the Back Stabber? He tosses a fire in Ivan’s face. In the chaos Luthor and Johnny run away. The bell rings and referee awards the match to Luthor via DQ. Victor Iasamov is not please. Victor rips The Back Stabbers head. I think we just witness a murder. Wait.. Ivan is up. He picks a container of gasoline and set The Back Stabber on fire. Both Ivan and Victor drag him to hell.
TS: This one has been a long time coming as William Worthy’s Gentleman’s Club has been trying to force Magnum out ever since they trashed his motorcycle last year. Tonight if Magnum beats Stomper, he not only gets the Stomper’s mask, but he will also get Worthy in the ring for 5 minutes! That said, Worthy, who will do everything he can to help his wrestlers win, is handcuffed to Magnum’s buddy, the Midnight Rider so doubt we’ll see any chicanery tonight.

LC: We have to hope so if we want a fair contest in this one so it’s a good thing that Rider stepped up. Ha, Worthy is already complaining the cuffs are too tight.

TS: Now he sounds like my wife, moving on the action gets going before the bell and Magnum fires off a series of punches at the much larger Stomper. If he’s gonna win this one, he has to keep the big man off balance. I just don’t know if he has the fire power to take down such a behemoth.

LC: T.L. ain’t the type to run from a fight and with the cage locked to prevent anyone from running in, at least he knows he’ll get a fair fight, finally.

TS: Stomper absorbs all that punishment and roars as he grabs Magnum by the throat and tosses him against the cage wall. Talk about power. Stomper rears back and rains clubbing blows down on the IWL heartthrob as we hear shrieks filling the air. He winds up, but Magnum ducks, kicks Stomper in the gut and goes for a DDT, but Stomper powers out and slams Magnum into the cage. Oh no, it looks bad for Magnum here, as Stomper covers for the 1... 2... NO! Magnum kicks out and the fans erupt.

A chant of “Mag-num, Mag-num” has broken out and it seems to be fueling the fan favorite as he takes shot after shot from Stomper, but wait. Magnum is getting mad, he’s shaking off the shots as he circles Stomper until he can’t take it and Magnum unloads on the Super Stomper with an all-out attack. Worthy looks worried and tries to get involved, but the much bigger Midnight Rider scolds him for trying. Worthy apologizes and then throws powder into Rider’s eyes! My goodness, he can’t see!

LC: But they’re still cuffed together and Worthy doesn’t get far as inside the ring Magnum is rocking the Stomper. Wait what’s this?

TS: Jordan Drake, a man who Worthy belittled during his match against Magnum is here and he’s not going to let Worthy get away with any hi-jinks. Rider whose vision has returned enough to see this gives Drake the thumbs up as Jordan kicks Rider in the crotch! NOO! Drake grabs the ref and steals the key and unlocks Worthy who pits on Rider. Disgusting! Jordan shakes Worthy’s hand and then grabs a chair and bashes Rider while he’s down. Sickening. Magnum is still in control in the ring and Worthy tries to grab the other ref with the key to the cage door, but he is backing away. Worthy slaps the ref and shoves him down as Magnum gets distracted by the ringside mayhem, oh Lance, you can see he wants to help his friend, but he has his own battle to worry about.

LC: Worthy grabs a fan’s chair and tosses it over the top of the cage for Stomper, but he over throws it and Magnum dropkicks the chair into Stomper’s face!
Magnum vs Stomper

TS: He's dazed, and Magnum grabs Stomper, musters up the strength and roars as he lifts up the big man and hits the Belly to Belly suplex onto the chair! Magnum covers for the 1... 2... 3! Magnum did it! The crowd is going wild as he tears away the Stomper's mask to reveal... Apollos the Destroyer Pain! That means two of the IWL's top draft picks in last year's draft are now members of the Gentleman's Club! Magnum holds the mask up to the crowd and gestures for Worthy to get in the ring! He wants his five minutes with Worthy in the ring, but hold on, the American Savages; Buddy and Hank, are climbing up the cage wall behind Magnum. Oh no it's a trap!

LC: Drake just handcuffed Rider to those 500 pound ring stairs and then waffles him with a chair that knock out the big man. Worthy finally gets the key from the ref and unlocks the cage door. Run Magnum, run!

TS: Magnus could make a break for it, but Apollos grabs his leg and now the Savages hit him with a the Double Stomp down onto the steel chair! Now Jordan yanks up Magnus and hits his iDDT onto the chair as well. Good Lord. Magnus is a bloody mess. He can't take anymore, but now the Destroyer lifts up Magnus and crushes him into the chair with the Reaper's Dream. Dammit, this has gone too far! The fans are outraged but what can they do? Worthy has the microphone, what now?

Worthy: Okay Magnum, you wanted five minutes in the ring with me, ha ha ha. Time keeper, ring the bell!

LC: Tully, this is disgusting, the members of the Gentleman's Club are holding up Magnus as Worthy slaps him and spits in his face. This is, oh no, he reaches into his coat and he has electric razor! Oh no! They're gonna have Magnus's head! Dammit, isn't there anyone who can stop this?

TS: Hold on, that music! That's, that can't be... The Regulators storm the ring and the crowd goes wild as one by one they clear the ring of the Gentleman's Club! The fans are going crazy as James Carnage, Jesse Tombstone and Jack Robertson stand tall as they come to the aid of a long-time former rival, Magnus. What a surprise as Magnus gets to his feet and gets hit with the Spear of Death from Jesse and James! NOOO! The fans can't believe it. Carnage grabs the mic.

James Carnage: Sorry Mags, old habits die hard. Worthy, you want the Regulators? You say we've ducked the American Savages? Well you called out the lightning so we're gonna bring down the thunder at Soul Survivor!
What a night we are having at Starrcade! Next up we have Pan-American champ Neo Dragon taking on the Patriot for the gold! Can Dragon back his bluster and overcome this spirited challenge in his first title defense or will the Patriot, off a string of successes, come in and take it away? The challenger is about to enter and get this bout started!

< both men enter and now square each other up as the bell rings >

Both men sizing each other up in the ring and lock-up in the middle of the ring. Standing switch and the Patriot takes Dragon’s back. Dragon breaks the grip and slides outside to regroup as the crowd roars! Dragon demanding separation as he slides inside. They face off again and Dragon shoots a single leg takedowns the Patriot down. So far, a technical exchange and Dragon alligator rolling to avoid the Patriot escaping. Patriot makes it to the ropes forcing a break. Oh my! Dragon kicks the Patriot in the ribs on the exchange! The ref warns Dragon and the fans are livid. Patriot pops up and charges down Dragon with a flurry of punches and kicks! Dragon may have awoken a sleeping giant!

< 10 minutes later >

Dragon so far has done his best to wear down the bigger man by slowing this match down. Patriot, for his part, can never get a sustained flurry to completely overcome the champ. Dragon right now holding Patriot down in a headlock forcing him to waste more energy on returning to his vertical base. Patriot works to all fours, then up to his feet, and a few sharp elbows break the hold. Patriot dashes and bounces off the ropes with ill-intentioned elbow but Dragon ducks and grabs his opponent from behind… Dragon Sleeper. Patriot is in trouble now folks! Still, his foot is ever so close to the ropes. Dragon squeezing for all he’s got but Patriot fighting to get the rope. The knee in his back by Dragon preventing him from sitting out but he curls arm under and sends Dragon to his rump! Patriot, now laying face down on the canvas, is now able to just get his toes over the ropes! The ref breaks the hold!

< 10 minutes later >

Another stiff shot from Patriot and Dragon hits the deck! Patriot a house of fire here and now, to a cacophony of cheers, he calls for the MOAB! Patriot pulls up Dragon but, oh my! Dragon pushes Patriot into the ref sending the official between the ropes to the floor! Patriot can’t believe it and goes to check on the ref. Wait, is that, Tiamat coming through the crowd? How can a nearly seven-foot-tall women consistently blend into the crowd? She steps over the barrier and is now face to face with Patriot! The two began to argue and Tiamat shoves Patriot as Neo Dragon comes from the top with a double axe handle laying out the Patriot! Damn you RX! Damn you! The fans are frothing with anger as Dragon and Tiamat lay the boots to Patriot! Tiamat pulls him up… CHAOS THEORY superkick! The kick sends Patriot reeling right into the clutches of Neo… DRAGONPLEX! Here comes Christian Warrior but Tiamat cuts him off on the ramp the two begin to brawl! Dragon slides Patriot into the ring along with the ref. Dragon making a big show of helping the ref and covers a seemingly unconscious Patriot! 1…2…3! Dragon wins and now chaos has broken loose! Chameleon has come rushing out followed closely by Luthor Alexander and now the ramp has become a battle ground for Omega Squadron and RX! Dragon demands his title and a mic.

Hey Omega @#$! Yeah, why don’t you calm down!

< Dragon puts the Pan-Am title around his waist >

You’re ruining my victory! How can the fans give me the adulation I deserve when you idiots want to come out here and get your inane revenge! You better come in here and get your boy before I take more than just his pride!

Dragon now trying to remove Patriot’s mask! Omega Squad rushes the ring and Dragon wisely gives way. Dragon walks toward his RX compatriots who stand with him atop the ramp. Dragon triumphantly raises the belt as the crowd hisses and jeers. What a match, sorry to see it end that way but, once again, Neo Dragon uses his craftiness to give him the edge. Patriot gave it a strong showing but, in the end, trickery led to his downfall. Damn you RX!
TS: Fans, after the run in by Che Guerrero and Black Belt Jones during the match between Ali Atari and the Chameleon the former rivals turned allies and tonight they look to get some revenge on the men who are considered the Revolution Extreme’s hit men. The fans greeted Che and Jones with the boos they rightfully deserve. Now we here the sounds of “Parade of the Charioteers” which means that the Arabian Dream is coming to the... wait... what is this? There are two Ali Atari walking to the ring!

LC: Do my eyes deceive me or am I seeing double? This must be every woman’s fantasy.

TS: Perhaps or maybe just yours, but Che and Jones are protesting to the ref who shrugs and calls for the bell as the Atari’s storm the ring and this one is underway. Jones and Atari one spill to the floor and Atari two trades shots with the fans just as confused as we are.

LC: Uh. Atari one just grabbed a fan’s drink and tossed it into Jones face. That has to be the real Atari, he’s an unpredictable brawler.

TS: That is true, but Atari two just used some of his Arabian garb to choke Che who fights through it to choke Atari two with his bare hands.

LC: Atari one just got sent into the stands with a Judo toss and Jones blasts him with a chair which the referee totally missed!

TS: Jones yells something to Che and slides the chair into the ring. Che rakes the eyes of Atari two and grabs the chair as Jones grabs Atari two. Oh no, they’re gonna finish him off. Guerrero takes a big swing, but Atari two ducks and he smashes Black Belt Jones in the face! Atari one spears Che out of the ring as Atari two scoops up Jones and hits the Widowmaker! That’s the Chameleon’s finisher and he gets the 1... 2... 3! The Atari twins win!

LC: Atari two pulls off the mask to reveal the Chameleon as the real Atari joins him in the ring. The fans are going crazy after one of the crazier bouts we’re ever witnessed.

HOLIDAY RUMBLE

We see highlights of the Holiday Rumble. What the hell was that Tully. I didn’t even know what the rules were. Who booked this crap. What you mean we’re on? Crap! Congratulations to The Christian Warrior. What a great rumble. The Warrior punched his ticket to the Main Event of Soul Survivor to take on The IWL World Champion. Oh look it’s Alexander J. Styles in the front row. This guy is a blue chipper. He’s going to be a big deal this year. Oh look he thinks The IWL is number one. That’s real class.
The Regulators are waiting in the ring, where the heck are the Three Birds! Wait what the heck is going on in the back. The Math Club are assaulting the challengers. The Regulators are laughing in the ring. Ryan Patrick looks directly into the camera and say money talks. Gran Sabrosa runs off the Math Club with a chair. Patrick it screaming at the referee to ring the bell and start the count. The bloody and beaten Three Birds rush down the ring and just make it in the ring right before the count of ten. The Regs go to town on the Birds. They might want to stop this before so one gets killed. Gran Sabrosa runs down the ring with towel. He’s on the apron trying to throw in the towel, but Ryan Patrick hits him with a low blow. And steal the towel. William Worthy comes out and gets in Patrick’s face. He’s flanked by the American Savages. James Carnage drives over the top rope on top of Worthy and The Savages. Tombstone is distracted and Prince Ton almost take his head off with a clothesline. Jimmy Electric take a prone Tombstone and hits a Brain Buster for a 1,2,3. What an upset we have new Unified Tag Champions The Three Birds.

Following his victory in a highly competitive main event Graham Underwood takes the Microphone. “Well, there you have it. Three years in a row I stand victorious at the end of Starrcade. Two full years as IWL World Champion. I beat every and all challengers. Graham Underwood looks at the belt before tossing it to the mat. After three years and countless success the time has come for Chaotics to move on. As I head to the CWL remember one thing: I never lost the belt. The IWL lost me, Graham Underwood leaves the belt in the ring. The lights turn off. When the lights come back on Graham, the belt are gone... But Joe Boring stands alone in the ring to a huge reaction.
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Winner
Apollos "The Destroyer" Pain
7'0  350lbs
From: Parts Unknown
Finisher: The Reaper's Dream

THE HUMAN WRECKING MACHINE HAS ARRIVED!
HELLO IWL! Alexander J. Styles coming to you from my vacation home here at Lake Lanier in Georgia, enjoying some well-deserved rest and relaxation from a very brutal 2019 in the NWL. While I sit here, sipping on a cocktail while enjoying the sunshine and time with my family. No title or accolade can take away the enjoyment of this moment.

Now on to the business at hand and to the reason why I’m addressing everyone today. As many of you know I was drafted in the first round of the IWAR draft and the second pick overall, now that I’ve finished all of my business in the NWL I can come to my new home in the IWL. Right about now many of you are thinking that I’m going to make baseless threats while putting everyone on notice, and brag about all the titles I’m going to win? How about NOPE!

I didn’t go through rigorous training in a Japanese wrestling dojo, climb the ladder though the NWL to show why I’m the best not only on the microphone but in the ring, night in night out; giving the fans what they shell out their money for. Wrestling in its purest form is truly Phenomenal!

See you soon IWL! See you all real soon.

Hey Freebirds I hear you guys have got the IWL World Tag Belts that me Indian Joe and Monkey Eyed Tim want now. We want those Tag Belts Freebirds that we have been chasing for almost a year now.

We don't care what we have to do to get them, so guys get ready for the fight of your lives. We are coming Birds and IWL so get ready for the Wild Indian Brothers who are coming for them IWL World Tag Belts.

Indian Joe and Monkey Eyed Tim
Dapper Dan Dee welcomes in the Arabian Dream Ali Atari who is sporting new ring attire and shorter hair cut.

DDD: Well it looks like the Arabian Dream got himself a make over for 2020. Is there any symbolism behind this new look?

The Arabian Dream Ali Atari: Silence!

DDD: Oh excuse me, I didn’t mean to-

The Arabian Dream Ali Atari: I’m kidding Dan. I know the old me would’ve done that, but new year, new me and a new start thanks to the win at Starrcade. I’m in a good mood and want to thank The Chameleon for his help in getting some payback on the Revolution Extreme.

Dapper Dan Dee: Does this mean you are done with them?

The Arabian Dream Ali Atari: Oh I know I’m not done with Che Guerrero or Black Belt Jones, but my mission is to go through every member of RE on a big stage and that means at Soul Survivor, I’m challenge that pretty boy, Highlight of the Night Johny Vegas to a Long Island Street Fight match.

DDD: Wow! You are not wasting any time, but will he accept?

The Arabian Dream Ali Atari: Probably not, since the Revolution Extreme is a collection of cowards, but the offer stands all the same. He’s next on my list.

Dapper Dan Dee: Before you go, you were unable to dethrone Luthor Alexander in your IWL championship match on New Year’s Eve, but as a result of Graham Underwood’s departure from the IWL, the IWL Heavyweight championship has been vacated by interim Commissioner Jake Tunney and he has sanctioned a match to determine be held, this Tuesday in Texas and he’s ordered that the top two contenders, Luthor Alexander and yourself battle to determine the new IWL Heavyweight champion. What are your thoughts going into this huge bout?

The Arabian Dream Ali Atari: My thoughts are pretty simple. I’ve got this tour set up to get revenge on Luthor and his pals, this is a chance to jump to the head of the line and hurt Luthor. Not just by hurting him physically, but by hurting his pride and taking a title I’ve been chasing for six years and become the IWL Heavyweight champion.
[The fans boo as the Gentleman’s Club walks to the ring. William Worthy leads with Jordan Drake, the Destroyed Apollos Pain and the American Savages behind him. One fan tosses a drink at Worthy and the Savages pounce on the young man. They yank him over the railing and stomp his with furious abandon as other fans flee. Worthy nods approvingly.]

WW: I want all of you to look at that young man’s fate. He made a bad decision because he wanted to take a cheap shot at me and now, he will have to eat his meals with a straw. Buddy? Hank? That’s enough for now, please join us. You people need to stop booing and take the time to show us the respect we deserve. A few nights ago at Starrcade, the newest members of my Gentleman’s Club, two of the IWL’s top draft picks; Jordan Drake and Apollos the Destroyer Pain!

[The fans boo as both men taunt the crowd by striking a pose.]

WW: Mister Drake has recovered from injury and is ready to strike gold. Which is nice considering the fragile man he had to replace when Spike Dillinger suffered a neck injury. Spike if you are watching this from a rehab clinic right now, we have a message for you, thanks for nothing! He is a man of obvious sex appeal which is why all the men in the building are holding their women tighter, because one little slip and your woman, becomes Drake’s woman. They like to call Magnum T.L. the IWL’s heartthrob, but those days are coming to an end and that title will belong to Jordan Drake. Next, we have a powerhouse who will do something that has been long overdue, destroy that masked criminal, The Midnight Rider. Magnum’s buddy think he can get away will his crimes, but we know what he did, and Apollos Pain will destroy him!

[Pain flexes at the camera as Jordan shakes William’s hand with a confident nod.]

WW: Oh Magnum, you were so close. You got your five minutes with me in the ring, only they were five bloody minutes as I put a hurting on you. Ha! I knew I could kick your butt and I am so inspired that I have decided to return to the ring! When I lost the Retirement match to Lock Down in the NWL, I honored it, but now that he has retired from the IWA I can return. Once I do, I will personally make sure that you suffer by my hands Magnum. Ha Ha Ha!

[Worthy keeps cackling as he puts his arms around Hank and Buddy and then stops laughing.]

WW: You know what won’t be funny? The way my American Savages will destroy the IWL legends known as the Regulators at Soul Survivor. James Carnage, Jack Robertson and Jesse Tombstone may be considered three of the IWL’s all-time greats, but the best way to make a name for yourself is to destroy a legend that people hold dear. These jerks think they can just come back and resume their place at the top of the IWL? We-don’t-think-so! My American Savages are your IWL Tag Team champions and we are the TV six-man champs. Get this through your heads. The glory days of the Regulators are over and the people who will shovel the dirt on your careers are standing in this ring. In 2019, The Gentleman’s Club showed ourselves to be the best in the IWL and now we will take another step in proving our greatness by putting down the rejects known as the Regulators at Soul Survivor.
Ha ha! Yes! Ding dong the Cage is gone, the ruffian old Cage is gone! All may sing my praises for ridding the IWL of that loathsome behemoth. Now, it’s on to brighter horizons. While I may have let my ambitions to the Grand Prix title slip, a er... well, let’s just call him a friend has... ah.. “brought me round” to realizing that Luthor Alexander is a model, and deserving champion. Neo Dragon on the other hand, while he keeps admirable company, and shows a modicum of scientific skill has an item in his possession that I have earned the right to challenge him for... the Pan-American Championship. Come Soul Survivor, your title shall belong to the last living Gentleman. Let the game of chess begin.

It’s a bustling afternoon before the evening’s event. Interviews have been shot, the ring, audio and visual equipment in place and double checked. With the brief amount of spare time allotted, wrestlers and crew members alike congregate in the catering area. IWL newcomer, Joe Boring places his tray in the receptacle left for them, and makes his way towards the exit, when the Motorcity Hellhound happens to be entering. Joe takes a step to his right to provide ample space for the other roster member to get through, yet somehow the Hellhound’s shoulder still made contact with Boring... rather forcefully. “This was intentional.” Joe thinks to himself. “Yes. It was indeed. Intentional, calculated, premeditated even. Yes.” He whirls about to address the offender, but when he turns, the man is lost amidst the crowd of crew members, and other wrestlers.
Graham Underwood
IWL World Champion

736 Days

Graham Underwood destroyed "Graphing Violence" TI-83 at 29:27 (Chimera Plex) by 1 (starrcade).

Following his victory in a highly competitive main event, Graham Underwood takes the microphone.

Underwood: Well, there you have it. Three years in a row I stand victorious at the end of Starrcade. Two full years as IWL World Champion. I beat every and all challengers.

Graham looks down at the belt before tossing it to the mat.

Underwood: After three years and countless success, the time has come for the Chaotics to move on. As I head to the CWL, remember one thing: I never lost the belt. The IWL lost me.
IWL event in Dallas Texas- (Tully Schiavone is in the ring, as he lifts the microphone to speak.

FREEBIRD by Lynyrd Skynyrd plays over the sound system. THE FABULOUS THREE BIRDS casually walk down the isle to a mixture of cheers and boos. Once in the ring GRAN SABROSA steps over to Tully and speaks.

SABROSA: You would think that the IWAR 6-MAN CHAMPS and YOUR NEW IWL UNIFIED WORLD TAG TEAM CHAMPIONS would get more respect than that. It's not surprising though. You see we've always been under rated and under estimated. We earned our shot at the REGULATORS and the IWL Tag Titles and no one thought we would win...all we would hear is THE REGULATORS are great...they are the best ever...I'm sure there were plans for their next title defense...well the THREE BIRDS decided we wanted the titles and we took 'em. Now we face a native and a primate...well maybe we will, maybe we won't. We do what we want and there's two things you can do about it...Nothin' and Like it.

MAGNUM T.L.  

IWL 6:05 VIDEO SHOWS

LC: Worthy grabs a fan's chair and tosses it over the top of the cage for Stomper, but he over throws it, and Magnum drop kicks the chair into Stomper's face!

TS: He's dazed, and Magnum grabs Stomper, mashes up the strength and roars as he lifts up the big man and hits the Belly to Belly suplex onto the chair. Magnum covers for the 1...2...3!!! Magnum did it!! The crowd is going wild as he tears away the Stomper's mask to reveal...Apollos the Destroyer Pain!

TULLY SCHIAVONE: Hello and welcome everyone to IWL WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING! Joining me now is the man who pulled the mask off THE SUPER STOMPER...

MAGNUM T.L. "That's right TULLY. You know STARRCADE was kind of bitter sweet. You see I got to rip the mask off of THE SUPER STOMPER to reveal APOLLOS THE DESTROYER PAIN, but once again WILLIAM WORTHY escaped the tail kicking he deserves. Well MR. WORTHY the day is gonna come when you will get yours."

MIDNIGHT RIDER: "Now then, WILLIAM WORTHY...you set the trap and we fell in. You sent your toady to handcuff THE RIDER to the stairs so you could commit your acts of treachery. JORDAN DRAKE, you've been messin' where you shouldn't baby boy...GENTS CLUB remember...you don't tug on superman's cape, you don't spit into the wind, you don't pull the mask of the old Lone Ranger, and you don't mess with THE MIDNIGHT RIDER. I have one more silver dollar and I can't let 'em catch me now."
Happy New Year to All

Happy New Year IWL and all in both the IWAR and IWA. It's a New Year, and time for some new goals for me, Queen Vixen Red, in the IWL. My first goal is to get a belt of some kind and be a champion in 2020. Another goal of mine is to bring that IWAR Women's title home to the IWL when the IWAR Leagues get it.

I want to be an IWAR Women's World Champion one day, for the IWL and for Catfish Rob too. I know that it has been a big goal of Catfish Rob to have one of his women wrestlers be an IWAR World Champion one day of some kind. It will be hard, but hopefully I can be a World Champion one day for him.

I also hope that I placed in the top 3 of the IWL Holiday Rumble, so I can get a title shot of some kind. Not sure yet. I would also like to say that if there are any women in the NWL to please come to the IWL when your time is up. We need more women wrestlers in the IWL and in the IWAR too. So if there are any women wrestlers out there in the IWA that want a new place to wrestle, come look at the IWL, for we need you.

Queen Vixen Red

Ryan Patrick and The Regulators are on stage sitting behind tables and microphones getting ready to answer questions before the Starcade PPV.

Reporter: "You hold both the IWAR and IWL Tag Team championships. Is that too much pressure for one group?"
No one answers.

Reporter: "Um, since you've been back you have reclaimed your spot as the best trio in the land. What's next?"
No one answers.

Reporter: "The American Savages are going around saying you have been ducking them. Anything to say to that?"

Patrick: "Three stupid questions. Three strikes. We will give those heathens, The American Savages, a response at some point during tonights pay per view. Until then, be better at your jobs. What a waste of our time."

Stretching my way to the top

Okay everybody, beatings galore I have entered myself into two events. Sole survivor being one and the other one is Four corners invitational. I decided to do a double header I will do double duty if I have to and I will when both. Revolution championship and IWL World Championship is going to belong to me. By the end of this year I will be better than I was last. You can quote me on that I don't care I want both championships and when it's time I need to get in that ring and do what I do best. Beat my opponent pillar To Post. What can you guys do to stop me it's going to happen I am going to win both events. Rather you like it or not I will earn my top spot as one of the best that has ever stepped in a IWL ring. Until next time be stretching you.

Mr. Wrestling
Johnny Wrestlefest
The Velociraptor: A new year is upon us, 2020. Despite a league title, I did not get the consistency I wanted to achieve here in the IWL but it is a new year and with it will reside hard work and focus as I will prove to everyone here and in the IWAR just what I am capable of. I look forward to arrival and debut of other draftees that will arrive this month. Guys like Styles who I know will have a positive impact on the IWL. It is already a tough league and with the new blood it will become even tougher. We also will see the arrival of the IWAR WORLD CHAMP, JOE BORING. Clearly, he is everything but boring but I will be gunning for him. Not because I have beef but rather that I want to fight the best guys. I’m also keeping a close eye on Luthor and Atari and there upcoming match for the IWL WORLD Heavyweight TITLE. I will earn my own title shots sooner than later, I can promise you that! See you in the ring!

Unusual Heroes-

The lights are out, the curtains have closed. 2019 has come and gone. While there will be no awards for the HEROES this year, we definitely probably have a few people thinking. I mean, in only four out of eighteen cycles we managed to grab half the points that the Regulators got in the full twelve months. End the year with back to back six-man titles. Now, we start off even, with a fresh start. You guys were hot in 2019 but seem to fading. It would appear the team from the Battle Royal League are hot on your heels for those IWAR Tag Titles and you’ll soon be alone and without and prizes. No worries, though, we are all you need. Mark my word, your hands will be quite full. I mean and we only need you, you are our inspiration. I mean you were the IWLs “most inspirational” wrestlers for 2019. Of course, that is a consolation award for those who are good but not great. So, congrats, you guy are… good. But we will be great! We look forward to becoming besties! So here is to 2020 and all the fun we will have here in the IWL 😊
The Master of Disguise strikes again! Two Ali Ataris take down Che Guerrero and Soul Train Jones. Only one Atari can perform a perfect Widowmaker to get the win. Atari, I’m glad I could be of assistance.

The fight against RX is all yours now, but we are here any time you need help.

You never know where the Chameleon will strike or where he will show up. Whoever’s next in line, I can assure you, the only easy day was yesterday!
Dapper Dan Dee is with the American Patriot:

DDD: Neo Dragon defeated you in your shot at the Pan Am title. Do you feel like you let the fans and America down?

AP: I gave it my all and came up short. I do feel like I let my fans down. I want them to know that hard work and determination always pay off. He may have gotten the best of me last cycle, but somebody else will come along and take the title. By the way, I’d like to congratulate the Christian Warrior on winning the Holiday Rumble.

DDD: How long will your loss affect you?

AP: I’ve already moved on. You have to in this business. It’s on to the next match, next opponent.

DDD: Speaking of that, what’s next for the American Patriot?

AP: This country was founded because the founding fathers were tired of dealing with conniving, pretentious prats from England. It seems we have one of those present in the IWL. I’m talking about “Gentleman” Jack Audley. Like Neo Dragon, he thinks he’s better than everyone else. He’s not! It may be that the Revolutionary War is battled all over again right here in the IWL.

DDD: Any final thoughts?

AP: Just because I lost a title match doesn’t mean my career is over. Neo Dragon, I’m not finished with you yet, either. I will show you how hard work, perseverance, and determination pay off in the long run. Your way may win in the short term, but so many have started off strong, only to fade down the stretch. The entitled never prosper in the long run!
When people think of the Omega Squadron, they usually think of the Chameleon or the Omega Squadron. It's a blessing and a curse to have two great stablemates.

But now, it's time for the Christian Warrior to shine. I survived thirteen other wrestlers at the Holiday Rumble to get a shot at the IWL title.

My only regret is that I don't get to take on Graham Underwood. I'd have loved to be the person to take on the man, the myth, the legend and end his 700+ day title reign.

It doesn't matter to me if it's Ali Atari or Luthor Alexander I am facing. Atari would be a great match. He's an absolute legend. The Chameleon faced him, and defeated him, recently. As good as the Chameleon is at disguises, I'd think I was training with the real deal.

Luthor Alexander, the classic battle of good vs. pure, unadulterated evil. I respect his skills, but not his ways. We all know that in the end of the book, good triumphs over evil.

Either way, I will be training. It would be a mistake on the part of either man to underestimate me! With the cheers of my Christian Warriors energizing me, I will continue to move onward and upward in the IWL!
Justin Grace: It appears to us that the American Savages have their hands full with the Regulators.

Chase Grace: The Three Birds are about to be very busy with Indian Joe and Monkey Eyed Tim.

Justin Grace: Who does that leave?

Chase Grace: The Match Club, but they're busy winning singles titles.

Justin Grace: How about Che Guerrero and Soul Train Jones?

Chase Grace: A young up and coming team against a team of veterans? Sounds like it could be fun to me.

Justin Grace: I don't know. They are a part of this Revolution that's supposed to be coming. Che is a Hitman, you know.

Chase Grace: Should we be scared? I don't feel scared? Do you feel scared?

Justin Grace: I don't. How about it, Soul Train and Havana Hitman? You ready to take on two rookies, or are you still recovering from your defeat by Atari and Chameleon?

Jim Stevens: “So, it looks like some idiots in the IWL decided to embarrass me by having me team up with a jobber just so they could beat me. Well, I’ve got news for you guys: You're going down! I will take you on, and I will humiliate you! Then you will know who I am!”

Seth Gallows: “Wrestlers of the IWL, listen up! We will take you on whenever we feel like it, and you can't stop us! We will be the best stable that the IWL has ever seen!”

Josh Gordon: “We will take on every wrestler in this league, and like Jim said, if you try to take us on, we will destroy you, because we are the biggest, baddest, and best stable in the IWL! Just try to take us on!”

Luthor I Want Your Belt

I knew that I “Queen Vixen Red” would get a title shot of some kind sooner or later in the IWL. But now I got to beat Luthor Alexander for his belt and that will not be easy, for he is one tough S.O.B.

Luthor, I don’t care how tough or bad you are, for I want that belt and will do anything I can to get it too. I also know that you will do anything you can to keep it too. That's okay, for all I ask for is a fair shot at that belt.

Luthor, you are a great champion and have won a lot of belts in your time, and I have only won a few in my short time. But Luthor, watch out, for I am hungry for belts of any kind, and I am coming for yours.

DOD: Queen Vixen Red
Who's Tiamat?
I'm the one who's about to kick your @$$.
Chaos is here and I'm it's Queen.
Neo Dragon: A Real American Hero

Che Guerrero: Atari’s women beater!

Alexander to Ivan “Your not even Russian”

Vegas endorses Blue Chew!!!!
TIME

WRESTLER OF THE YEAR
This Tuesday in Texas, I will become The IWL Worlds Champion once again. Some people have asked me “Will mean less to me because I didn't beat Underwood for it”. I say hell no. He didn't beat me when I was Champion, no one ever beat me when I was champ. I’m fair guy. After I beat Atari, Underwood can challenge me for it. Otherwise he has nothing left to say on the matter. Queen Vixen Red! I’m going to talk real slow so even you can understand. Congratulations you have earned a shot at The Grandprix Championship. Which means you have to beat me twice as per Grandprix rules. Do you really think I care about crippling a woman. No! Just look into the past. Look what I did to Sasha, not only did I beat her for IWL World Championship, I retired her. Look at Jane The Vixen Red, her hair still hasn't grown back. So understand this. Dumb pictures and childish insults doesn't make you a champion. Once I get my hands on you, ain’t nobody going to want you anymore. In closing Ivan Isamov you are disgrace, I gave the opportunity of a lifetime and you wasted it. You’re a pair of clown shoes. Have a nice day.
Hello Peasants. In 2019 Luthor Alexander Has ascended to the top spot here in the IWL. All that left for his coronation is The IWL Worlds Strap. Which will he acquire This Tuesday in Texas. Atari you dirty, scummy poor excuse of a man. You may have picked up the victory at Starrcade, but we are not Finished, My man Johny Vegas what a piece of you at Soul Survivor. If have any guts at all you will accept his Challenge and bring that walking talking yeast infection to ring with you. 2020 will be the of Revolution it will be long remember. Fans get a long last look at your favorite wrestling cause they be around to see 2021.
Soul Train Jones

Chameleon! In my life I have never seen someone so reckless with their career. I have score to settle. So at Soul Survivor I’m challenging you to a Riker’s Island Death Match. There’s no where to run, there’s no where to hide. I promise you this, you will not survive Soul Survivor. Remember The Streets are Watching!
Hey yo! Atari it will never be over. One way or another I will get my money. Johnny Wrestlefest, I had some harsh things about you. I’m sorry.. That they are all true. It’s not your fault that you have an low IQ. It’s not your fault that you are a 60 second man in the bedroom. Your sister was very angry about that. She wanted to go 12 rounds with the champ. Unfortunately there is not a enough penicillin in world to cure what she’s got. I’m glad your talking, now only if you had something relevant to say. See ya around ya square. Stay out of my way.
The Highlight of The Night

The Mastermind

Johnny Revolution

American Patriot

I'm coming to Starrcade and I'm bringing hell with me.
Alexander rates top ten Russian athletes
It’s true Wrestlefest smells like pee!!!!!

Luthor Alexander was the extinction level event that destroyed the dinosaurs!
Backstabber has never been looking so cool! And I did it all by myself! I'm loud, I'm proud, and I am without a doubt the meanest wrestler this side of the IWA. I am crazy the likes that have never been seen in sports entertainment before! I've been practicing and honing my skills in the basements of evil where I fit in just as much as mice and rats do. I'm gunning for you all. I want to fight all the competition and settle this thing about the record that everybody always says is just okay. I'm very underrated, but I'm scary and deadly too and can fight many styles and am the future of this IWL! I inspire all my fans, the little Backaholics! I should, by now, be toasting to my first title win in the IWA, being that I took on the Boston Champion in a title match in this bulletin, and if I beat Red Panda, I will become the greatest of all time! When I become the new Boston Champion, I will become a legend that never quits, and I will hold that belt for record time! I don't want you all to cry. No, let's take that back, I want you to cry! But if I wanted to, I could win every title in the IWL at once, but that is not permitted! But I am determined to win title after title, one by one, until you give me the proper recognition I deserve. I am going to mathematically eliminate all of you from the equation. I fight until I bleed, and then no matter who drew first blood, I still fight with all I have.

When I'm good, I'm good, and when I'm bad, I'm still good! Try that for a play on famous quotes! I want to beat the Christian Warrior and American Patriot senselessly until they pack it in and leave the IWL. And I want to say that I'm mighty sick of Dr. Slam playing his game every month where he challenges my friend Tortured and keeps winning. It goes without saying that Tortured and Tormented are not on the same level that I, Backstabber, am on, but they play hard too. That brings to mind that Tortured and Tormented are displaying new finishing holds this month. The new hold debuts are going to propel them to victory's peak too, and don't forget, Backstabber still has others on his mind, people he wants to fight and show up, like Pastor Pain - the only pain that gets administered in his bouts is to himself and not to his opponents. Arabian Dream Ali Atari flat out sucks! I have a hit list a mile long, and if I had a dollar for every time I could beat some of these phony bolognas in the IWL, I would have a lot of money! Independent means you do it on your own self without anyone helping you, and Backstabber has been beating the odds all his life and proving that he is not a watered down cakewalk. I left home at fourteen, put myself through wrestling school just with a dream of one day becoming World Champion for any organization that I fit in, and find my niche and succeed.

I used to sneak into wrestling matches and watch the bad guys do their thing and put the hurt on the good guys. I'm like a horse. I'm 6'4, 265 lbs., and I come from the far reaches of your mind. If you don't fight me, you'll never be able to say that you faced the best of all the fighters who ever laced their boots. If the fire throw doesn't get you, the green mist will, or perhaps the ceremonial salt to the eyes! They say that wrestling is fake. Well, I sure make it look fake when I dominate the competition so easily - it looks like they let me win.

We Won the Four Pack

Well folks, we did it, as we - Indian Joe and Monkey Eyed Tim - won the IWL Four Pack Challenge. Now that we won it that means we get a shot at them IWL World Tag Tea belts in 2020. It took us a while, but with Catfish Rob by our side, we have done it. Thanks, Catfish Rob, for all the hard work and time you put in getting us to where we are today.

Now, we don't know yet when we will get our shot at them Tag belts or who we will take on for them. But whoever the champs are, you boys had better get ready for the fight or your lives. We are young and hungry for them IWL Tag belts, and we'll do anything to get them too. Now IWL Tag Champs, get ready for "The Red Savages" Indian Joe and Monkey Eyed Tim are coming for them belts in 2020.

DOD/ORDER: The Red Savages Indian Joe and Monkey Eyed Tim

Red Fox Talks

Well IWL fans, it's a new year as 2020 is here now, and I got to say Happy New Year to all. Now I am here to say that 2020 will be my last year in the IWA as all my time here is about up in wrestling. So sometime in 2020, I will retire from this great game of Pro Wrestling and the IWL.

DOD/ORDER: Big Bad Red Fox
The shot follows behind a large yacht in the Adriatic. It eventually zooms in close and we see the Pan-American champion Neo Dragon lounging on the deck. The shot then changes and we are now on the deck. Dragon smiles into the camera as he lounges on a deck chair in a speedo.

Welcome aboard! This beautiful ship was given to me by Mr. Race for my inspiring title defense at Starrcade! Yes good people, I was able to defeat a spirited Patriot to retain my title. As if there was any real question about the outcome?

Dragon stands and two bikini clad blonds come from behind him with a plush white robe embroidered with the Dragon logo.

Since that match, my victory, and my cruise with Avery and Becca here, I've taken the time to think about what I mean to you, the fan, and to the American people as a whole. The Patriot has inspired me consider the gifts that I've been given and how I can help motivate not just those that deserve it, the 1%, but the rest of those less fortunate.

While the Patriot is a gifted athlete in his own right, my victory has really given me new insight into how great I am. I looked at the world around me. Everyone is so downtrodden and divided. Yet everyone I meet, no matter what side of the aisle or income, coalesces around my brilliance. I am like a shining beacon of hope for the world. Just like the Patriot, everyone who has the opportunity to take a knee and bask in...
Take these two fine young ladies here. They have been given the opportunity to travel around with me on this yacht and the chance to pick my brain for all my exceptional insights. I have also taken the opportunity to ensure all my merchandise is now made only in developing nations giving the men, women and children there the chance to better themselves by pulling up their bootstraps and getting to work! I'm taking my excellence worldwide!

I really just don't know where I would be if my dear friend, mentor, and soon to be IWL Champion, Luthor Alexander hadn't come along and opened my eyes. Because of what he taught me and the rest of RX, I can honestly say that I have been CHOSEN to spread the gospel of exceptionalism, the truth of efficiency, and the message of ruthlessness to the whole world. RX and I are proud to be able to bring people together and show them what it means to stand for the 1% while helping them understand that it is their job to not only strive to be the best they can be but also devout themselves to supporting those, like Luthor and I, that have been given the gifts needed to be exceptional!

The girls began to clap and tears fall down their flushed cheeks. Dragon kisses both of them on the forehead and motions for them to go back inside.

It really chokes me up to see how I can inspire people. I am so grateful that my skills have allowed me the platform of the IWAR, IWL, and the Pan-American championship to spread such an important message. 2020 is going to be a great year everyone! Just don't forget to take a knee and bask in my privilege! You'll be better for it!